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Campus Celebrates Spring Weekend
Student Body Turns Out To Hear Concerts and Soak Up Sun On the Quad
ps BY KRISTIN POWELL

News Writer

This past weekend Trinity
College and TCAC held the
college's annual Spring Weekend festival, a time honored
Trinity tradition.
It was a time for the entire
campus to come together and
enjoy a weekend full of music,
laughter, and fun.
Friday night there was live
music on the Cave patio from
U.S. Crush and Goldfinger,
along with DJ Brian Nicks to
kick off the weekend. The
spirit of the bands provided a
great start to a weekend filled
with excitement.
Saturday afternoon from
12:00 to 3:00 was Fun Fair,- the
community service aspect of
Spring Weekend. TCAC, the
Community Service Office, and •
various clubs from around campus teamed up to provide an afternoon of activities for the area
children. The quad was filled
with an obstacle course, dunk
tank, basketball, fake tattoos,
popcorn, sno-cones, big chair
photos, l&Celfwfettlffl^frfffitft'afternoon of fun. It was a great
success, with a large community turnout. It seemed as
though the students were having as much fun as the kids.
Saturday fun for the big kids
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Kevin O'Neill
Resigns After
3 Months as
Director of
Int'l Programs
BY ANN J. O ' C O N N E U

News Editor

On April 18, recently hired
Professor Kevin O'Neill resigned from his position as Director
of
International
Programs.
O'Neill, who left a tenured
position at University of Colorado, came to Trinity on January 17.
His departure from the College was both sudden and unexpected.
Associate Academic Dean
Nancy Birch Wagner commented that she is trying to fill
DAN BERMAN
the vacant position. "A new
Students crowded onto the Austin Arts Center Quad to camp out, lay out,
search is underway," said
cook out, and see the Pilfers, Reel Big Fish, Better Than Ezra, and Naughty
Wagner. She said that she had
By Nature on Sunday.
no idea why O'Neill resigned.
included Hallapalooza, featur- ter Than Ezra, Naughty By Na- the end of their set when they
"1 think if this was based on a
ing Back in Black, an AC/DC ture, some couches, and a whole - played their cover of "Take On negative evaluation of [O'Neill's]
cover band among others. This lot of beer made their way out Me" and their single "Sell Out." work performance, I would say
all day outdoor festival of live to the Mather quad, coming toBetter Than Ezra followed that 90 days is not enough to
music and fun was also graced gether for a day of loud music, Reel Big Fish, exciting the evaluate theeffecliyenests of a
by beautiful weather. ' - -"•
pMMK^mfftd
Sunday was the heart of for an afternoon of entertain- anticipation for Naughty By Professor of Political Science
Nature.
Spring Weekend. Once again ment.
Brigitta Schulz, a member of the
The Pilfers played to a small
Naughty By Nature drew the search committee.
receiving the gift of gorgeous
weather, the day was perfect for audience, but the crowd grew as biggest audience, as everyone
Dean of the Faculty Miller
the day wore on. Reel Big Fish crowded around the stage Brown was unable to be reached
the afternoon concert.
The Pilfers, Reel Big Fish, Bet- got the audience on their feet at (some made it onto the stage by for comment.
the end) to dance and sing
Faculty reaction to the resigalong.
nation were varied.
Their performance inspired
"He did resign," commented
some students to throw their Riggio. "It was sudden and very
beer cans in the air, but no inju- abrupt but I really don't know
ries were reported. They proved anything about it... I've heard
nam where he served in a vari- President Clinton as the Assisto be a wonderful closing to the the wildest kinds of rumors."
ety of posts for six years. In 1966, tant Secretary of State for Euroday.
O'Neill himself, when asked
he was reassigned to the White pean and Canadian Affairs,
Another highlight of the day, why he resigned, had no comHouse as a member of President during which time he negotiaside from the concert, was the ment. "It's personal," he said.
Johnson's staff, where he con- ated the historic 1995 Dayton
mud wrestling sponsored by
However, Schulz expressed
tinued working on Vietnam. Peace Accords in Bosnia.
the SGA. Trinity students, ac- doubt about the resignation. "I
Following these assignments,
Holbrooke has been active in
companied by members of Reel don't believe that he resigned,
Holbrooke spent a year as a Fel- the non-profit arena as well. He
Big Fish, proved that more dirt although he said he did. I below at the Woodrow Wilson served as chairman of Refugees
equals more fun.
lieve that this is yet another exSchool at Princeton University International, a refugee assisThe quad was patrolled by ample of the lack of
and then in 1970, he was as- tance organization, from 1996numerous Campus Safety offic- transparency with which decisigned as Peace Corps director 1999. Additionally, he was the
ers and thirteen Hartford po- sions are made on this campus
for Morocco.
founding chairman of the
licemen, but they were not that profoundly affect the lives
In 1972, Holbrooke left the American Academy in Berlin, see WEEKEND on page five
see O'NEILL on page six
Foreign Service to become man- which is a center for U.S.-Geraging editor of the quarterly man cultural exchange. He has
magazine, Foreign Policy, Dur- received 12 honorary degrees
ing this time he was also a con- from various universities and is
tributing editor to Newsweek the author of two books.
International. In 1977, PresiPi Gamma Mu Inductions
dent Carter appointed him AsNews
pg. 7
sistant Secretary of State for
East Asian and Pacific Affairs.
Beer and the Mud Pit
Ambassador Holbrooke held
Opinion
pg. 4
this post until 1981 when he became vice president of Public
Morgaine 's Back!
Strategies, a Washington based
Features
;
pg. 8
consulting firm. In 1985, he became a Managing Director at
Lehman Brothers, a New York
Spring Ahead
investment bank.
Arts
..pg. 12
On August 5,1999, the Senate
confirmed Holbrooke as the
AT Crashes Spring Weekend
Permanent United States RepreAnnouncements
pg. 16
sentative to the United Nations.
NPR.ORG. PROGRAMS NPC
Prior to this appointment, from
Men's Crew Undefeated
1993-1994, he served as the U.S. Richard Holbrooke will be
this year's commencement
Sports
pg-20
Ambassador to Germany. In
1994, he was appointed by speaker.

Graduation Speaker Announced

Ambassador Richard C. Holbrooke Will Speak on May 21
BY SARA GETMAN

News Writer

Ambassador Richard C.
Holbrooke will be the commencement speaker this year.
"I think Holbrooke is one of
the great diplomats of his generation. He has spent his entire
life devoted to trying to negotiate and mediate differences
among peoples of the world and
now serves as our Ambassador
to the United Nations...." said
President Dobelle, commenting
on Holbrooke.
"I think he understands our
students and our faculty and
the kind of education that we
grant here, and the experience
he has had, and how the liberal
arts education prepared him for
the discipline of being a career
diplomat."
"Holbrooke has an outstanding reputation. He continues to
be an activist, and I think that
he is a world-class person, a real
senior player," said Presidential
Fellow Jim King. "I think it is an
extraordinary tribute to Trinity,
to have someone of this caliber
speaking at our graduation ceremony."
Ambassador
Holbrooke
graduated from Brown University in 1962. Immediately after
graduating, he was sent to Viet-
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Trustees Fail Leadership Test
Students versus SGA. SGA versus Faculty. Faculty versus Administration. Trustees versus everyone. It seems the school year will end the same way
it began: with people bickering, scheming, and finger-pointing.
The latest fight is over the Open Period Formerly Known as Reading
Week, and the shenanigans at the April 14 Trustee meeting. At that meeting
(which was closer to a professional wrestling match than a meeting of professionals) the Trustees manipulated the SGA leadership and mandated four extra days of classes to the calendar year without giving up any extra vacation
days. This was apparently their goal all along, which might make one wonder
why they bothered with the faculty and students in the first place.
The Trustees were simply following the blueprint of leadership at Trinity College: avoid the issue as long as possible, assign it to a couple of committees, then when you disagree with their findings, do what you wanted to do in
the first place.
This is no way to run a college.
The Board of Trustees obviously have their own idea on how to run Trinity, however, they remain unwilling to share it with the rest of us. They would
rather say one thing to the students, another thing to the faculty, and then do
something completely different. And somehow this behavior is supposed to
help Trinity? How does it help the college to discredit the student, faculty, and
administration leadership?
It doesn't, and now Trinity*is left with an extremely disassociated and
apathetic student body, an angry faculty, and figurehead administrators. Is it
any wonder people are unhappy?
.
It is time for a new attitude at Trinity: No more secrets, backroom deals,
or off the record conversations promising everything to everyone. If someone
has a legitimate question — answer it, don't dodge it. When properly informed,
all members of the Trinity Community are capable of making fair and rational decisions on their own. If you believe in your position, you should be able
to promote/defend it properly, without having to resort to guerrilla tactics.
So far, no one has come forward to either explain or defend the action by
the Trustees, who have only offered mixed signals as to what they actually did.
We deserve better leadership than that.
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the students of
Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut.
The Tripod office is located in the basement of Jackson Dormitory.
Address all correspondences to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT06106-3100.
Visit our website at www.trinitytripod.com
Subscribe to The Tripod: $15for 11 issues (1 semesterX $28for 22 issues (lyear),
$50for 44 issues (2years), $90for 88issues (4years).
Business Office
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(860)297-2583
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To the Editors:
We are writing to express
concern over the a cappella review published in last week's
issue by Hannah Gant and
Megan Joseph.
We were wondering a few
things in particular:
1) When
did
the
Accidentals actually sing
"Walking in Memphis" (because as far as we know, they
never performed the song)?
2) When did we ever sing
Duran Duran's "Hungry Like a
Wolf"?
We could be completely
wrong — the Accidentals
might have sung "Walking,"
and we might have sung "Hungry Like a Wolf." We're pretty
sure, however, that neither of
these things actually happened.
Beyond this, who cars about
the writers' taste in music?
They spent quite a bit of time
panning the choice of songs by

not just our group, but by others as well, simply because they
don't like the songs. We love
Ratt and Whitesnake, and
think Nelson bites, but we
aren't going to write an article
in the Tripod about it. The review should stick simply to reviewing the performance itself,
rather than letting it become a
sounding board for their likes
and dislikes of popular music.
Don't get us wrong — this
isn't our way to vent bitterness
over a bad review in the Tripod.
We just feel that if you're going
to cut our balls off, you should
at least do it professionally.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
The members of After Dark
Brian Gilmore, Tyler Wolf, P.
Reed Wilmerdingjared Heller,
Charlie Fox, Matt Guidi, Chris
Rorer, Eric Biegleisen, Cliff
Stevens

Sharing Inappropriate Information
Made Leach's Letter Less Effective
To the Editor:

scholarship, chosen only because... . I trust that Prof. Leach's
I have been trying to under- pen would surely be the first to
stand my instinctive negative hit the paper in indignation
reaction to Prof. Leach's letter over such public revelation.
to the Tripod of April 25 and Well, I hope second. I'd like
think I finally have figured it mine to be first. And that holds
out. I think it is tasteless, to even if "everybody knows."
broadcast private, search-reLet me be clear, 1 have no oblated information about a spe- jection to Protessor Leach's
cific individual, even if he is complaining privately or pubthe Dean of the Faculty, even if licly about the Dean or Presiit is information that "every- dent or even this particular
body knows" (which wasn't decision. It is the broadcasting
true in this case).
of material normally considThe tastelessness of such ered confidential that I object
disclosure is perhaps realized to. It is one thing to be a private
by imagining that in the search participant in Trinity's grapefor a faculty position, a fourth vine and another to publish it.
ranked
person—perhaps
Last, one may reasonably ask
Gene's favorite—is chosen, one if this will serve some larger
whose credentials on paper are purpose other than to embarclearly.inferior to others more rass and undercut the Dean at
highly ranked. (Never mind this late stage. It is unlikely to
that there may be other, non embarrass the President who I
credential, good reasons why suspect full well knew what he
that candidate might be the was doing and, wisely or not,
best choice.)
is empowered to do.
How would we react to learn
in a Tripod broadside that ProSincerely,
fessor Z was in fact the last
Andrew J. Gold
ranked candidate in the
Associate Professor of Ecosearch, well below the others in nomics

Ah Spring Weekend... Pillow Talk spent the weekend drinking on the quad... and in our room... and at a concert... and... well,
OK, so we just spent the entire weekend drinking. That explains
the headache we woke up with this morning. Still, what we remember of the weekend was good, and we would prefer to spend
the rest of the week in a similar state. Screw finals!!

Darrell Claiborne

Cheating on the dunk tank and
watch your language in front of
the kids... tsk, tsk, tsk

Fun Fair

A break from the alcoholic fog to
frolic with innocent children, but
did anyone else notice an excess
of raw eggs flying across the
quad?

Mud Wrestling

Possibly the only brilliant idea to
spring from the head of an SGA
member

Sunday Afternoon

If we remembered the day, we are
sure SOMEONE was Naughty by
Nature
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Reading Days Are It is Your Choice: Talented
Seriously Abused Profs or Tenure Track Profs
In attempting to block ejection from their offices?
Spring Weekend from happenThere are also numerous stoing, some members of the fac- . ries of professors scheduling
ulty pointed to the sanctity of make-up classes, "mandatory"
review sessions, presentation times and other
nefarious activities during the reading days peThe Last Hurrah
riod. Considering that
"obligations such as the
"reading days," the period when housing lottery already clutter
students can prepare for the our schedules, these demands
crunch of finals week. The ar- completely erode the purpose
gument goes that drunken rev- of reading days.
elry surely has no place during
Allowing professors to have
students' diligent preparation. papers due during reading days
Furthermore, it was pointed further compounds this probout that students requested to lem. According to the regulahave more study time before tions, final exams are not
exams.
kosher but final,papers are.
The central problem with This gives extra time to math/
this idea is that even with more science type classes but not to
reading days, virtually no one English/history ones. When
has more time to prepare. Each students are supposed to be
semester professors eager to be- catching up for final assigngin their vacation early ignore ments, they have assignments
the exam schedule. Having five crashing down before the
reading days this spring seems Spring Weekend hangover is
to have made no difference. gone.
The registrar's office publishes
There is not a student with
a formal schedule every year, in whom I have spoken that has
which each class' time block is not had a final assignment due
given a certain period during either during classes or reading
exam week to avoid any pos- days. The administration
sible conflicts. The system needs to take a vigorous role in
would work very well - if it informing professors of the
were actually followed.
standards, but ultimately it is
Apparently, Dean of the Fac- up to the faculty to follow them.
ulty Miller Brown wrote a One positive step would be to
quick-post to the faculty re- not have any assignments due
minding them not to schedule during reading days. Another
final exams during classes. Yet, idea is to have finals - papers or
by some miracle, numerous,,, .tests - due on the day dieted,,
students speak of having taken in the schedule. Obviously
there needs to be some flexibilthese "illegal" finals.
ity
on both sides, but as it
What is to happen to these
professors? Students seldom stands students are getting
complain because they are con- shortchanged.
cerned about their grades and
Some professors may argue
rightly believe that nothing that Spring Weekend is to
can be done to help their imme- blame for a lack of preparation
diate situation. The adminis- before finals; however, the ramtration can get upset, but there pant violation of exam schedis little recourse against a ten- uling is a much bigger culprit.
ured professor. Perhaps they In the future, Trinity must reccould come down on these rule ognize the legitimate need for
violations as hard as those time to recoup from classes and
committed by students: fines, fulfill our academic responsicommunity service, probation, bilities.

Patrick R. Noonan

professors teach. I have never hired a young woman profesturned to the back of the bul- sor to replace a young woman
Opinion Writer
letin to choose my professors. professor. I am not quite sure
I listen to peers and other fac- how that breaks up the old
Being a professor has GOT to ulty who tell me which teach- boys club.
be a cool job, right? They get ers are the best. It could be that
Apparently it does not mattime to write, summers off, lots the trustees and others who ter who we think are the best
of meetings and social gather- donate big money do look at teachers. Apparently our
ings with free food, and, of that list, and we all know that evaluations don't mean anycourse, the fabulous opportu- their opinion is more impor- thing. Professors from Modern
nity to meet all of us. At least I tant than, oh say, some student Languages to the English department are being passed over
used to think it would be a who gets financial aid.
Recently, a certain small de- despite proving themselves
great job, one I might even like
to do. Since being here at Trin- partment on campus con- year after year as exceptional
ducted a search for a tenure educators who care about the
ity I am not so sure anymore.
I have made the erroneous track position that became intellectual engagement and
assumption that people who available. Although they had progress of the students.
earn tenure track positions are a proven professor on staff in- When these professors are
the best teachers around. Why terested in the position they passed over, they have no
else would they be awarded conducted the search anyway. choice but to move on to
with the security and opportu- In the end this professor did schools that will award them
nity afforded by a tenured po- not get the job. I was upset. I tenure track positions. We are
know this professor is a gifted losing one such English professition?
Though there are notable ex- educator. I know she is devoted sor this year; my English maceptions, many of the best to her department. I know she jor friends are very upset about
teachers at this institution languish as adjunct and associate
professors hoping that maybe
Many of the best teachers at this institution
they will be selected for the few
languish as adjunct and associate professors
tenure track positions availhoping that they will be selected for the few
able at Trinity.
Here's how it works: the more
tenure track positions available at Trinity
you publish the better your
chance of getting a tenure
track position. Here's the trap really wanted and deserved it. They lost another excepfor the really good professors the job. I wrote to the selection tional professor out of her soliwho do more teaching for us committee asking how such a darity to a colleague who
and less writing for their own horrible mistake could have continues to be passed over for
careers: if they spend lots and been made. Two of the four a tenure track position. My Enlots of time working with us on members of the committee glish major friends are not
papers or planning their lec- wondered the same thing. The happy about that either.
It takes money to create a
tures or, you know, teaching, department head told me it
BY BETH MILLER

tfiey aofftwrm^tneyacn't get process, ana that the pro&sidt
published. If they don't get
published they don't get the
tenure track position.
While American colleges
and universities build their
faculty resume, the women
and men who actually focus on
teaching us get screwed. Turn
to the back of your Trinity Bulletin and you will see all the vital statistics of the faculty.
Though impressive, the names
and accomplishments don't
mean much now that I actually know how some of these

in questions made it to the final round. Whoopee, the final
round. She is still stuck on contracts- that means no job security when the contract runs
out and no time off to write
more to be more competitive if,
by some slim chance, they create another tenure track position in this department and
she gets to compete again,
against strangers. I was not satisfied with the prestige of the
final round.
As a student, I felt entitled to
know who was
chosen and
why the new
professor was
considered a
better candidate than a
professor who
had the esteem
of students and
faculty in her
own and other
departments. I
was informed
that colleges
engage in faculty searches
to try to break
up old boys
networks that
keep the old
boys in and the
new women
and minorities
out. This excellent
point,
which felt to be
a bit of a dig
(you know, a
fact
the
women's studies major didn't
but
should
have known),
didn't explain
to me why they

4?n.mrasii«iP&pn fora P ro1

lessor because they get more
money, better benefits and time
off to write. We have the
money. It is past time to channel some of the money being
diligently raised by our president and dutifully paid by parentsand students into creating
more tenure track positions.
There is quite a bit of chatting in some circles about the
intellectual climate here at
Trinity. The thing is that the
professors create the intellectual climate at Trinity. They are
our models of what scholarship and intellectual exchange
should be. It seems to me that
the professors who actually
like to see you come to their office hours are the ones who uphold the intellectual climate at
Trinity. These are the professors
who actually write comments
on your papers meant to instruct not insult. These models
of scholarship create dialogue
in the classrooms and instill
passion for their areas of expertise. I can think of five professors who do this off the top of
my head who continue to work
contract to contract - well, all
except two, since they are going
somewhere else to teach.
Professors who teach are the
ones who should be rewarded
with the security of tenure
track positions. But what do 1
know; I'm just a student. Maybe
if I get rich someday, and am in
a position to make a donation
to the college, this opinion will
carry more weight. In two
weeks, I will have officially
earned my degree. 1 hope those
of you still earning your degrees will pay attention to who
the college has decided is good
enough to teach you. Personally, I think we know better
than they do.
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LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
A Response to Eugene Leach's Letter
encing since the arrival of Evan
Dobelle is an awesome display
Last week's letter from my of the arrogance of power.
colleague Gene Leach ("Search What's wrong with that, as long
for New Dean of Faculty Cor- as those in power make the right
rupted ...", Tripod, 4/25/2000) is decisions for the college and the
right on the money. Why then community? Nothing. At least
was there no outcry? Professor I think that's what we learned
Leach attributes the silence to from the decisions of Lyndon
perceptions among faculty that Johnson and his old-boy advithe choice of Miller Brown is a sors regarding the prosecution
comfortable one, one that pro- of the Vietnam War.
vides stability.
Sincerely,
For some of us, there is an alHarvey S. Picker
ternate, simpler explanation:
Professor of Physics
People are too demoralized. Not
just faculty, who have been
treated with open contempt by
the President and the Trustees
alike, but custodians, tradespeople, and secretaries, too.
(Ask the secretaries what they
thought of their last salary inTo the Editor
crease.) In fact, though I have
been at Trinity since 1971* I have
This year the Student Govnever seen such overall low morale here. (Except, perhaps, in ernment Association has over1978-79, when Miller Brown come extremely formidable
played the principal role in re- obstacles. We have overcome a
ducing the size of the faculty by budget deficit, previously unsix full-time positions. As most beknownst to the students and
of us recognized at the time, this administration. We have
was just a ploy to get rid of an worked with the faculty adeducation department for ministration and trustees to
which the college seems now to open communication, and prohave rediscovered a need. The duce a schedule that is most
intellectualsnobbery that char- advantageous for the future of
acterized this move balkanized Trinity College, its students, its
the faculty. Strong traces of that faculty, and its reputation as a
balkanization remain even to- leader in liberal arts. We have
represented the students well,
day.)
What we have been experi- although the process has been
To the Editor:

Russell Fugett
Gives SGA End of
the Year Review

exceedingly difficult. In addition, representatives foresaw
scheduling complications
which would make Spring
Weekend impossible for this
year. We realized the problem,
worked with key administrators, and made spring weekend an unforgettable reality.
We have only begun to address
the students needs.
We still need to devise
means to better communicate
with our fellow students. We
need to continue to work to
promote elections that are fair,
more than open to the student
body and are founded on content and student interests. We
need to be inclusive and not exclusive. SGA was founded as
an advocate of the students;
not a clique of self-interests. Is
it easy to create anew schedule, save spring weekend, and
overcome a quarter of a million-dollar budget deficit?
Sure, Is it easy to communicate
with 2000 students and two
hundred faculty? Hell no! This
is our challenge, this is our mission. We are listening and constantly asking what we can do
better. Join us, speak with us,
help us, and scream whatever
it is that you want, but be
heard.
Sincerely,
J. Russell Fugett '01
SGA President
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To the Class of '03... There
Is No Beer in The Mudpit
BY JOHN BRIGHAM

Opinion Writer

If I could offer you one piece
of advice for Spring Weekend
it would be this... There is no
beer in the mudpit. The fact
that there is no beer in the
mudpit can be widely attested
by all those who dove in
searching for a lost Bud. The
rest of my advice is nothing
more than the ramblings of
hung-over senior still searching for his pants.
Barbecue on Spring Weekend, it is quick way of determining whether or not you are
still too competent and need to
drink with greater diligence.
Find a friend and chug a beer
with him on Sunday morning
(whether or not Sunday morning actually occurs in the
morning or even on Sunday for
you is irrelevant). Though a
Red Dog first thing in the
morning may taste worse than
licking your own armpit, this is
a good way to build bonds with
class mates and increase your
probability of having someone
willing to carry you home after the concert.
If you haven't finished your
thesis yet, just bring it to the
concert, the soothing lyrics of
the likes of Naughty are sure to
help you write those last 60
pages.
If you brought your thesis

out to the concert, don't feel too
compelled to do anything else
too "smart."
Do one thing (at least) that in
retrospect you will consider to
be the dumbest move of your
existence on this pithy little
planet. Don't worry, if others
follow my advice, they won't
remember that you did it either.
Pictures are a form of nostalgia, When you fall over, try not
to spill your beer. You'll need
it after you get yourself back
up.
No matter what it takes, get
back up.
Help your friends up.
If you find my pants, please
return them instead waiting
till you've run out of underwear and then wearing them.
On second thought, keep my
pants.
If you've wasted your time
reading this, don't feel too bad.
It could have been worse, you
could have been reading the
newest piece of psycho-fascistbabble by Chris Herb (Congratulations Chris on evoking
so much of a response this
year... I can only hope this was
your purpose and not to actually express support for the
conclusions that you drew).
Remember to laugh and
smile, your body absorbs liquor quicker when you're
working out.
But trust me on the mudpit.

What Are You Doing After Iraduation? Why
Marriage May Not be an Acceptable Answer
By SARAH FELIX

™ Opinion Writer

Twenty-one years old, finally
able to drink, not yet allowed to
rent a car, and my friend (the
other day) asked me about
marriage. Not asked me to
marry him, but mentioned, in
a casual tone, what it might be
like if we got married. First
thing that came to mind was
that, in my dream house somewhere in the middle of nowhere surrounded by nature,
greens and blues, he could not

fit.
"You like to party too much,"
I said.
"•' .
"What?" he responded with
exclamation, "That's your only
objection."
I nodded, because, sadly, it
was. I can't fathom marriage
right now, can't even think
logically about it. This is why
it scares me that, on the verge
of "commencing" into a new
period of my life, I have heard
so much talk about marriage.
People not knowing where
they want to go try to hold on
tightly to something they have.

Or at least, that's how I see it.
My friend who goes to school
in Oregon is going to three
weddings before July hits. I rationalized that this only happens in Oregon. But my Trinity
friend is getting married in
August so it clearly doesn't. My
point is, I think we are too
young.
I've seen the proof in my parents. My Dad got married in
college and told me that everyone was getting married so he
went along with it. That, in essence, he got married for the
wrong reason. That he wanted
to hold on to what he had. I argue this whenever I get the opportunity. But recently, at
lunch one day, my friend disagreed. If you marry young, he
said, you can learn your habits
together. Can grow together instead of living alone until you
are thirty, completely formed
and independent in your habits and opinions, without a capacity for compromise. It is a
feasible argument, but I wonder
if it only proves my point more.
I think post-college is a time to
learn about yourself, to try and
resolve issues with your parents, with your past, with the
tough things you've had to encounter in your life so far. I
think it's a time to explore, to
adventure—and, without being
a slut, to explore relationships.
I don't think you should have to
compromise with a spouse until you've had time to discover
who you are.
My vehement objection
stems from, I'm sure, the fact
that I'm far from ready for marriage. Trinity has made me

question my entire generation's
preparedness. I'm constantly
told, by men and woman alike,
that I should just marry well.
Sometimes said jokingly, sometimes told to me in secret, "Just
marry well."
Even worse, I heard a girl say,
"Marry well so that you can be
secure. Love will come along
eventually."
I think to myself, where on
earth do people from this
school come from? But worse,
is this the world I'll be graduating into?
But it is more than that—it

who have nothing to focus on
(a.k.a., a career) and have a
dowry (trust fund) to sustain
themselves. The next, most important step is marriage. It is
the sociable thing to do. "You
can tell," a male friend of mine
said, "who is out to get married.
They start asking about your
background and where you
live, rather, where your parents
live."
For money and to complete
the "next logical step," I repeat
my earlier argument that these
are the wrong reasons to get
married. It is the type of rea-

1've heard women at Trinity say out loud
that their parents sent them to college to meet
a rich man, that they don't know why they're
here because they certainly aren't working
after this.
comes down to an issue about
an elite group of people who
have trust funds to rely on. As
a generalization, I think it is
less socially acceptable for men
not to work. For women, however, it is still generally accepted in society to be
house-wife, volunteer, and aspire to be a socialite. I've heard
women at Trinity say out loud
that their parents sent them to
college to meet a rich man, that
they don't know why they're
here because they certainly
aren't working after this.
Surely, after four years, they
must have learned that they are
worth so much more? Sometimes I feel like I'm living in a
Jane Austen novel with women

soning that leads to divorce.
And, coming from divorced
parents, I cannot imagine anything worse than, two generations later, seeing the same
thing happen to my classmates
and friends that happened to
my parents.
.
They were simply too young.
They, like me, couldn't think
logically about such a permanent decision. They didn't
know themselves well enough
to start living "together" for the
rest of their life. They needed
their independence to gain
strength, to figure out who they
really were, who they wanted
to be. Just like, for the most
part, every single person I
know.
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Faculty Calls Extra Days Unnecessary Students
should be treated as adults, and that adding four class days to
therefore should be allowed to the calendar will create more
make their own choices. We are academic rigor at Trinity. I do
providing a four day structured not believe that adding some
Following the trustee meet- opportunity period for students, class days will affect rigor in
ing a couple weeks ago in New but if they want to go home, any way."
York, there has been confusion that's okay," stated Curriculum
Currently, the Trinity calenas to the future of the academic Committee
Chairwoman dar is set up where class meetcalendar. In a reaction to the Katharine Power.
ing days total a number that is
academic calendar that was
However, Dean Spencer a multiple of five. Therefore,
passed by the Board of Trustees,
the faculty members of the Cur"I do not believe that adding some class days
riculum Committee have stated
will affect rigor in any way." - Dean Ronald
that Trinity Days may face reevaluation and criticized the
Spencer
addition of class days to the year.
Associate Academic Dean
Ronald Spencer, a member of stated that if there is a mass exo- every class has equal meeting
the faculty committee, first as- dus from campus as seen in re- hours for the semester, which
serted that next year's "Trinity cent years, "Trinity Days will according to Spencer, would be
Days" will act as a "shortened have to be reevaluated in the fu- thrown off by the SGA's proreading period." During the two ture. The resolution passed by posal. "Some classes would be
days, Monday and Tuesday, the trustees states that during privileged by extra days while
classes will be suspended, but "Trinity Days" the College is in others will be at a disadvantage.
the college will be in session. . session, comparable to the This is especially a problem for
Spencer stated that "Trinity Reading Week of the past. courses with multiple labs."
Spencer states that certain
Days" will be held adjacent to a Therefore, students are exWeekend because the college pected to remain on campus, sections would have an extra lab
could host special conferences and the faculty is expected to session because of the calendar.
Spencer also said that it would
or activities, which may run for maintain their usual hours."
After their plan was adopted be very difficult to add class
more than,two days. "We decided to have Trinity Days in by the trustees, Spencer ad- days to the fall semester, which
mid-October because by that dressed the incidents of the is tightly bound by holidays
time students have worked meeting in New York. "The and the summer vacation. "To
hard, and might want a little trustees never used the word get three extra days of classes in
break where they can go home 'mandate' during the meeting. the fall, classes will start very
For a couple days or visit another They issued a directive where early, as early as August 24 acthe faculty calendar will be cording to the student's plan.
college," said Spencer.
The faculty on the Commit- modified to incorporate two el- The freshmen usually arrive
four days prior to the start of
tee are not against short student ements of the SGA's plan."
Both Spencer and Power criti- classes, and asking them to artrips and will not keep tabs on
the student body with surveys, cized the addition of class days, rive as early as the 20th is just
library counts, and meal use which was part of the SGA's cal- too early."
endar proposal. "Some people,
Power states that mandatory
data.
"I believe that students including some trustees, believe community service proposed
Bv DAVIS AIBOHM
News Writer

Hartford
Closes OeaS
on Adriaen's
Landing
Project
HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) The
Senate was close to an agreement on the $455 million
Adriaen's Landing project
Monday night, three days after
a dispute over labor issues
threatened to tank the deal
and unravel the state's $12.3 billion budget.
"The governor has been meeting with Senate Democrats on
an individual basis today,"
Rowland spokesman Dean
Pagani said. "The vast majority
of them say they're fine with
details of the agreement."
Pagani would not disclose any'
details, and called the pact "tentative." Plans for the Hartford
waterfront development include a 700-room hotel, a convention center, entertainment
and retail space and nearly 400
housing units. Also part of the
package is a $90 million stadium in East Hartford for the
University of Connecticut.
About 3,400 construction
jobs and more than 1,100 permanent jobs are expected to be
1
created. The General Assembly must decide whether to sink
about $455 million of public
money into the project, which
will cost more than $771 million. The public funding portion of the project is contingent
on a commitment of $210 million in private financing.
Rowland has said that threshold has been met. The
Waterford Group, which has

developed the Mohegan Sun ca- - tbTreSrjfsjaStt'BSsetS'isrpiysino in Montville and operates ment to victims of terrorism
other Connecticut hotels, is one has cast any award into doubt.
of the project's major private Twenty-five-year-old Matthew
sponsors. Operators Len and Eisenfeld was among the vicMarc Wolman have said they'll tims of a 1996 bus bombing in
spend $20 million to build the Jerusalem. Hamas, an Iranianhotel. But the Wolman's threat- backed militant group claimed
ened to back out of the deal Fri- responsibility for the attack. A
day when some Senate federal law passed two months
Democrats wanted to introduce after the attack allows victims
a measure requiring binding ar- and their families to sue counbitration to settle disputes be- tries identified by the State Detween unionized hotel workers partment as sponsors of
and their bosses. Rowland re-

Hartford News

terrorism. Although federal
judges have awarded millions to
victims and their families, none
of the judgments has been, collected. The Clinton administration has argued the Iranian
assets in the United States are
better used as bargaining chips
for negotiations on various issues. In March, the U.S. publicly
apologized to Iran for a history
of CIA-meddling in Iranian affairs. But Secretary of State
Madeleine Albright did say at
the time that the United States
would try to settle the "few but
Family Goes
substantial remaining claims."
to Court 4
US. Sen. Joseph Lieberman, DYears After
Conn., has go-sponsored a bill
making collections against terBys Bombing
rorist states possible. Called the
HARTFORD, Conn. (AP)- justice for Victims of Terrorism
Vicki and Leonard Eisenfeld's Act, the bill would allow plainlawsuit was scheduled to be tiffs to seize money the United
heard today in a Washington, States owes to countries sued for
D.C. courtroom. But the U.S. terrorist act and would limit the
government's push to foster bet- president's power to stop plainter relations with Iran and the tiffs from seizing the assets in
Clinton a'dministration's refusal this country.

jected the demand, and said the
measure was an attempt by the
Hotel & Restaurant Employees
and Bartenders Union of the
AFL-C1O to muscle out other
labor groups trying to represent
the workers. The tussle jeopar-.
dized a bipartisan agreement on
the state's $12.3 billion budget
when Rowland said Friday he
would not approve it until the
Adriaen's Landing deal was
passed in the Senate.

by the students would create
problems. "Community service
involves spirit and enthusiasm.
You cannot make people do it.
Engagement in the community
must come from a personal decision." In referring to the four
extra class days, Power states "1
see no pedagogical reason for
four more class days. It cannot
possibly have an effect on academic rigor at Trinity.""
Spencer is confident that the
faculty's calendar will prove
successful, and hopefully will
remain in the future. "We are
very grateful that the implementation of the directed
changes was delayed for a year
because both changes that the
trustees directed were ill-advised, and now we have time to
persuade them that they made
a mistake."

Kick Back
On Spring
Weekend
continued from page one
needed. They were merely stationed as a precautionary measure, mainly because the
concert was open to the public.
One policeman noted, "I've
worked this event for three years
and there's never been an incident."
TCAC members commented
that this year was much more
organized than last year's
Spring Weekend. It seems to
have gone on without a hitch,
making next year's Spring
Weekend eagerly anticipated.

On The Beat
Resuscitate Your Local Hooker
On Saturday, April 29 at 3:13 PM, a student playing rugby was
injured. Campus Safety responded to the call. The officers
called an ambulance and the student was transported to Hartford Hospital and treated for an injured neck.

YOU Aren't My Roommate!!
On Sunday, at 5:30 PM, a burglary was reported at 156 Allen
Place. A student who lives in the house came home and observed a black male, 6'1", 200 lbs, medium build, medium complexion and wearing dark clothes standing at the end of the
hallway and holding the student's backpack. The student then
attempted to wake up his roommate and draw the suspect into
the living room. The two, then struggled. The suspect escaped
from the house, leaving the backpack and his jacket behind.
When the student looked inside the backpack, he found his
laptop computer. The case is currently being investigated.

YOU aren't my frat brother!!
On Sunday, at 12:10 PM, a black male, 6'3", 150 lbs, wearing
dark clothing was found collecting cans inside the AD fraternity house. He was reported to have been there since the previous evening.

Gone Golfing
On Sunday, at 7:07 PM, a golf cart was stolen from the outside of the Gallows Hill Bookstore. The case is under investigation, however, there was one eye witness who is able to
identify one of the suspects. The case is under investigation.

Heads Up
On Sunday, at 7:25 PM, Campus Safety spotted several people
on the roof of the AD fraternity house. After being asked to
get off the roof, the students came down off the building.

Now Pick It All Op
On Monday, May 1 at 1:00 AM, 4 people knocked over a trash
can near Mather Hall, dumping garbage all over the area. They
then rolled the can down the hill on to the Cave patio and
knocked a screen out of a dining hall window. Two of the people
involved were Trinity students, and one presented a false California license.
Compiled from Campus Safety reports.
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Catharine MacKinnon Speaks To Trinity
Resigns After Students About Prostitutes as Slaves
3 Months at
Kevin O'Neill

tion as "rape for money and the money
does not make it consensual."
The issue of money is central to the
debate, because the fact that some form
of payment is made guarantees, at least
in the legal arena, that sex was consensual. This makes it difficult for prostituted women to receive for
compensation for the abuse they suffer
at the hands of pimps and users. As
MacKinnon commented, "Sex is it's own
reward. Payment is a form of force, and
it doesn't guarantee desire; in fact, it suggests the opposite." She quoted the Coalition Against the Trafficking in Women
who say that the money involved only
"redefines the rape and battering of
women as prostitution." This view
might be a bit extreme, but MacKinnon
was attempting to stress the idea that
there can be a distinction between what
women consent to and what they want.
The lecture was well received by the audience, who followed the hour with questions and discussion. Af terwardsjessica
Spector, philosophy professor here at
Trinity, remarked, "In general, it's helpful for students to encounter different
view points on controversial issues. But
MacKinnon in particular is an especially
important figure, since she's been instrumental in creating and modifying laws
that effect every one of us. I think a lot of
students still have trouble accepting
MacKinnon's point that "consent" can be
a vacuous term given the rea lity of some
people's lives. But whether or not one
agrees with MacKinnon's views on the
role the law should take in the case of
pornography, her past work on sexual
harassment and her current work on
sexual slavery and rape combine scholarship and activism in a way that demands respect."

BY ABIGAIL THOMAS

Opinion Editor

Trinity
continued from, page one
of individuals. This feeds into a growing sense of cynicism and feelings of
powerlessness on campus, as well as the
level of callousness with which Trinity
College increasingly operates internally."
"He was by far the most qualified
member of the applicant pool," said
Schulz, "There appeared to be a broad
consensus among the faculty that he was
the best man for the job."
Professor of English Milla Riggio commented, "He continued to work right up
until the moment that he left."
In the three months that O'Neill was
on campus, he set up a program for students to teach conversational English to
high school students in Xian, China, and
was working on a program to send students to Beijing the following summer.
He was also working on a program in
Maastricht, the Netherlands, tostudy the
European Union.
"There were some exciting prospects,"
said O'Neill. "I'm sorry that I will not be
able to follow through on them."
O'Neill had already planned and
priced the Beijing program. He was also
looking at changing existing programs
and developing a program for international students services to assist students
visiting from other countries.
Commented O'Neill, "I met some of
the nicest people I've ever met in the faculty and staff at Trinity. I mean that from
the bottonrof my heart. I hate to leave
t h e m behind"
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"What is it that makes sex seem consensual? Money." Professor Catharine
MacKinnon made this statement in her
lecture on April 26. The third speaker in
what she called an "encouragingly
named series" — Agents of Change; Citizen Action and Democracy —
MacKinnon titled her lecture "Trafficking Women: The Myth of Consent."
Introduced by Director of Community
Service Val Ramos as "a pioneer - someone who has always been at the vanguard of social change," MacKinnon
focused her speech on prostitution and
pornography and defined consent in
both social and legal terms. She made
very clear from the beginning that classifying domestic and international prostitution as trafficking women implies
that these women are being pimped; to
support this she cited statistics estimating that 95% of street prostitutes are controlled by pimps.
MacKinnon continued by outlining
the difficulties prostituted women have
when seeking legal redress. There is still
no established way of viewing prostitution in the eyes of the law. The debate,
especially concerning legal matters, primarily sets theories of freedom versus
theories of inequality. The first perspective, which views prostitution as a deliberate choice, forwards the theory that we
need to recognize and not limit women's
right to prostitute themselves. The other
perspective is that prostitution is a form
of exploitation and oppression that furthers the practice of gender inequality.
MacKinnon's own views fall closer to the
latter; at one point she defined prostitu;

neered the legal claim for sexual harassment as a form os sex discrimination,
and in 1986 the US Supreme Court accepted her theory of sexual harassments.
Currently she is working with Croatian
and Muslim women and children who
are victims of Serbian genocidal sexual
violations, seeking redress and protection under international law. Aiding the
development of legislation and policy on
women's human rights both domestically and internationally, she has published many books on these themes,
including SexualHarassment of Working
Women (Yale, 1979), Toward a Feminist
Theory of the State (Harvard, 1989), Pornography and CivilRights:ANewDay for
Women's Equality (with Andrea
Dworkin, OAP, 1988) and Only Words
(Harvard, 1993).

A Professor of • Lawoat ^tte -Univetsity
of Michigan Law School since 1990,
WWW.ANGELFIRE.COM/MA/M1M3
MacKinnon has been instrumental in
furthering the ideas of sex equality in the MacKinnon spoke about prostitution
law. Since the mid 1970's, she has pio- in her lecture Wednesday.
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Trinity College
SUMMER
STORAGE
&
SHIPPING

THE CAMMING Bl®IJi$.

UPS AUTHORIZED SHIPPING OUTLET
COMING TO MATHER CAMPUS CENTER
MAY 1* - 1 1 * , and 22nd
BOXES, TAPE, AND PACKING MATERIALS AVAILABLE

SUMMER STORAGE
STORE YOUR. BRIDGE, MICROWAVE. BOOiCS, TRUNK, SBS. COMPUTER, STEREO, ETC.
PICKUP AND REDEUVERY DIRECTLY TO YOU 3M SEPTEMBER.
ALL GOODS STORED LOCALLY IN A SECURE, HlMTOnY-CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT
INSURANCE AVAILABLE
LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED BUSINESS

SPONSORED BY THE MATHER CAMPUS CENTER
CALL TO RESERVE SPACE NOW!!!!!!!!

MAIL BOXES ETC?

1028BOimEVABI)
WEST HARTFORD, CT 06119
i960) 232- 2767
< Across from The Spigot)

41 CROSSROADS PLAZA
WEST HARTFORD, CT O«1I7
(860) 2H-0037
( Bishops Comer -Behind Waldbaums)

Contrary to rumors you may have heard, the transplant waiting list is completely
blind to wealth or celebrity status. Once you're on the list for a donor organ,
what really counts is the severity of your illness, time spent waiting, blood
type and other important medical information. Call 1-800-355-SHARE or visit
www.shareyourlife.org for honest information on organ donation. And remember,
if you want to be a donor, you must tell your family or it may not happen.

TALK TO YQ«R FAMILY ftBQUTWJMATIHS LIFE.
Coalition on Organ & Tissue Donation
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Pi Gamma Mu Society
Inducts 47 New Members
BY SARA MERIN

Senior Editor

The Connecticut Alpha Chapter of Pi
Gamma Mu inducted 47 new members
in a ceremony in Hamlin Hall on April
18,2000.
.
In order to qualify for membership in
the honor society at Trinity, one must be
in the top third of his/her class and have
taken at least seven graded social science
courses, maintaining an average of B+ or
better. Pi Gamma Mu defines social science as including, "the disciplines of history, political science, sociology,
anthropology, economics, international
relations, criminal justice, social work,
social psychology, social philosophy, history of education, and cultural geogra-

said, "I was very surprised given the outstanding competition."
Along with the induction and award
ceremonies for Pi Gamma Mu, the finals
of the Department of English's F. A.
Brown Prize for Public Speaking were
held following the dinner. First place
went to Owen Tripp '01 for a speech condemning the treatment of Chilean dictator Pinochet as gentle. Timothy Herbst
'02 took second place speaking on affordable housing in Connecticut, and Nicole
Reichenbach '03 won third place with a
speech that asserted that female
circumscision was flagrant human
rights violation.
The following students were inducted into Pi Gamma Mu: Jennifer A.
Acampora, Craig M. Alfano, Scott B.
Armstrong, Michael Aronow-Gerson,
Philip S. Brown, Marais A. Canali, Rob-

"I was very surprised given the outstanding competition.'
- Maria Sulit '00
This was the first induction ceremony
conducted by Associate Professor of Economics, Adam Grossberg, who recently
took the reins from longtime advisor,
Professor of Political Science, Clyde
McKee. Grossberg stated his objectives
for upcoming years as getting students
more involved and commented, "So far, 1
think we're off to a good start." •
A number of individual awards based
on student nominations were presented.
The Richard Brainerd Award, "Given
to the Faculty Member Who Was There
When Most Needed" was awarded to
Associate Professor of Legal Studies,
Adrienne Fulco. The Pi Gamma Mu
Scholarship Plaque was awarded jointly
to seniors Maria Sulit and Jeffery
Gilbreth. Sulit, commenting on the generalc&liber of studentsiii-PfQamma Mu,
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Peaceful May Day
protests turn
violent in London
LONDON - Colorful protesters
peacefully engaged in a little "guerrilla
gardening" outside Britain's Parliament
building on Monday, but London's
streets later erupted into May Day violence as masked activists trashed a fastfood restaurant and clashed with
riot-geared police.
Violence marred other May Day commemorations around the world, including Hamburg, Germany, where 12 police
officers and 25 protesters were injured
when leftists and police clashed just after midnight.
London's demonstration began quietly near Parliament, where protesters in
colorful costumes planted seeds to add
more green to Parliament Square.
But a group broke away from the protest and trashed a Whitehall
MacDonald's restaurant, smashing all
the windows and tearing down the
golden arches sign.
Police pressed the demonstrators —
who pelted them with rocks, bricks,
bottles and anything else that could be
thrown — toward Trafalgar Square,
where the demonstration cooled.
Assistant Police Commissioner Mike
Todd, who called the attackers "mindless
thugs," said one officer was badly injured
by a brick in the face and seven people
were arrested.

ert H. Champagne, Melissa A. Church,
Ross C. d'Avignon, Kristina L. Detmer,
Manu R. Dhar, Charity C. Elder, AnnJanette Fuentes, Douglas R. Glancy,
Timothy R. R. Godfrey, Artem
Gonopolskiyjohn S. Griffin, Stephan K.
Hartman, Adam Howarth, Mark D.
Hughes, Erica Johnson, Melissa A. Kay,
Gregory Kern, Beth A. Khalil, Gillian E.
Koenig, David B. Kyle, Nicholas C.
Lanigan, Harleigh A. Leach, Elizabeth R.
Lebow, Amanda L. Lydon, Katherine M.
U.S. warships
Margherio, Sara F. Merin, Martin L.
arrive in Vieques,
Mihoff, Megan C. Myers, Caroline G.
Nonna, Patrick R. Noonan, Doron
raising tensions
Oskowitz, Rebecca A. Pearce, Emily C
Polito, Joan M. Savage, Alissa M. Sexton,
Peter M. Staaf, Maria C. Sulit, Soulafreda
VIEQUES, Puerto Rico (AP) - Three
Valassis, Alexander J. Valente, Chloe S. U.S. warships slipped into the waters off
Zaug, Nathaniel F Zeicz.
'•>• > * • « Puerto RicoS Vieques Island before dawn

Monday, rattling the nerves of protesters
bracing for the arrival of federal agents
to evict them from a disputed Navy
bombing range.
Several helicopters flew over the range
Monday morning, and nervous protesters blocking the main entrance to the
Navy area formed a circle for a prayer
group and then set to cutting up towels
that they soaked in vinegar and water for
protection against tear gas.
"I feel like they're preparing an attack,"
said protester Felicita Garcia, 65. "I'm not
scared, but I hope everything goes peacefully." :;
Pro-independence leader Ruben

Berrios, who has camped out for a year
on the military training ground just off
Puerto Rico, warned Sunday that an assault would exact "a high political price"
— a reference to fears that a raid will unleash anti- Americanism in Puerto Rico
and antagonize Hispanic voters in the
United States.
There are perhaps 50 protesters in several camps on the range. Most, including
Berrios, plan to surrender peacefully.
But a few radicals have threatened to
scatter into the bomb- littered bush, raising the specter of a long and dangerous
hunt.
"We don't have weapons. The danger
for them is the bombs that they themselves have put there," said fisherman
Carlos Zenon, leader of one protest camp.
Some were worried about violence.
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The IDP Party Plan
BY BRIAN NANOS

Features Editor

I'm sure that most of you don't care,
but today marks a special occasion for
me. This is the last edition of my first
year as a "newspaper person." What this
means, is that for almost an entire year, I
have been inventing new ways of (not)
getting women while offending various
groups of people. In a way, I feel sorry
for those of you who read the Tripod
(both of you) because you will have to
go this entire summer without reading
any of my pearls of wisdom. To those of
you who will miss my extremely important column, I offer this advice: if you
think that you're suffering from "Nanos
Withdrawal," just imagine how the Trinity College women feel They have to last
the entire summer without being exposed to my charms and good looks.

ing attention).
One of our latest debates was about
IDP students, and whether or not they
should be allowed to receive honors
when they graduate. Actually, there
wasn't really that much debating. Everyone who had an opinion (and let me tell
you angry IDPers that these people are
not me) was saying that the IDP student
shouldn't be honored in the same way
that a "regular" student is.
To those of you who don't know what
an IDP student is, they are those 40-yearold people who show up to normal college classes as if they woke up one
morning and forgot that they weren't 21
anymore.
The opinion of a lot of people is that
the IDP students do not have to go
through all of the same things that we
as "normal" college students do like
drinking watered-down beer and rewearing the same clothes over and over

PL,
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Top Ten Bad Thesis Presentations
Inspired by Spring-Weekend.
10. Dude, you can't spell funnel without fun.
9.1 wonder why we haven't heard more from
Treach in the past few years.
8. Is that Satan?
7. Arr, I'm tanked like I work for Exxon.
6. G121 You sunk my Battleship.
5. The guy from Pilfers didn't grind with you
because you were too ugly.
4. Wow, you're dirty (Sociology on ly).
3. A blanket does not make you invisible when
having sex.
2. Dean Thomas is a surprisingly adept mud

The IDP people should be required to spend their weekends
wrestler.
on campus. Of course, I'm using the Trinity College
1. Where my dawgs at?
definition of weekend, in which it begins on Thursday
afternoon.
dealing with the college dating scene... or
As an official Tripod editor, I have been
exposed to all of the aspects of working
at this paper. One of the be§t aspects is
that you get to sit around the office with
the other newspaper geeks and argue
about things that most other Trinity College students don't even know exist,
much less care about, like the SGA or
The Women's Basketball Team... or
women's sports in general (calm down,
I was just making sure that you were pay-

again in order to avoid doing laundry.
These IDP people feel that because
they sometimes have to deal with trivial
problems like raising children, caring for
a family, and working long hours in "real
jobs" they should be exempt from the
chores of college life that most of the rest
of us deal with. We all know that if these
people had to deal with our social lives,
they wouldn't have such high grades.
Raising children is nothing compared to

so I've been told. To be perfectly honest, I
haven't had much experience of either.
Being the kind of guy who likes to
come up with solutions to the problems
that we have here, I've figured out a way
to "even the playing field." The IDP
people should be required to spend their
weekends on campus. Of course, I'm using the Trinity College definition of
weekend, in which it begins on Thursday afternoon. This would be a great
way to get the older students accepted as

part of the college's community. It also
would take away the advantages that
they have because they don't have to put
up with college life. Let's see if these
people are so smart in Friday morning
classes after chugging some Milwaukee's
Beast all night. I bet it would break their
concentration for an entire week if the
weekend before they had gotten drunk
and hooked up with some random person who they don't even know.
Not that I would know what that's
like...would I?

Why Elian Gonzalez Should Swim Home
Gavin asks why we care about a small Cuban boy and offers a solution
have to stay in the States, where he'll have
start anyhow.
And so, a small num- to suffer the pressures of made-for-TV
ber of people—Republi- movies and life-preserver sponsorships.
In making such a proposal, I harken
cans, mental patients,
Jesus Cristo! All this silly bickering
and lonely fisherman back to an older, better time when such
over a little Cuban boy whose name
who dream of possibly pertinent and volatile disputes were
most Republicans can't pronounce and
finding yet another settled in a brute and manly fashion.
who would surely sell his soul—oh yeah,
Elian on the seas —have More than one Western movie proves
and his father, too—for any thing Hilfiger
decided to rally around that great issues like bar tabs, horse
or Disney. And am I the only one who
this little boy and add rights (or Equus Protection Laws, as they
finds our little Elian just a bit too happy
him to the long list of were more commonly referred to), and
given the fact that he just lost his mom?
things that we steal from your wife's virginity were settled by a
Hmmm....but, ah, that infectious smile.
Cuba, right alongside gun showdown, which we all know reAnd besides, we haven't seen anyone
Cohiba
cigars and ally helped prove who truly fell on the
flash the peace sign that well since
American League pitch- right side of these issues. If they could
Nixon! Such marvelous hands, that Elian.
ers. And we now find settle such disputes in physical tests
Why, I haven't seen as many people
ourselves torn between back then, why not now?
rally behind a cause so fervently since
So get swimming, Elian. Doggy paddle
what exactly to do with
the Great. Seedless Watermelon Movewith all your might.
this boy.
ment a few years back. And, at the time,
Even though he's now
we swore that that kind of grassroots
back with his father,
passion would never be matched. Silly
should they go back to
gringos we are.
Cuba or stay here in our
But, as Elian (who now joins the preslovely United States?
tigious ranks of those public figures so
Surely, by now, Elian
endeared by the United States that no
must think that our Bill
last name is needed—Madonna, Cher,
of Rights includes a right
WWW.YAHOO.COM
Jewel, Socks) has proved, we Americans Elian reunited with his father
to not have to go to
are suckers for little kids with big ears.
school, free amusement rides, and easy
After all, doesn't Alfred E. Newman gets moved there.
access to Diane Sawyer.
a few votes for President every year?
But ''the implications?' the pundits yell.
Ideas abound. Compromises are being
So in the midst of such actually seri- "The implications!' As far as I can tell, the drafted. Investigations are beginning.
ous issues as increasing cancer rates, a only implications of this case is that our Everyone's trying to do everything to
global warming scare so serious that we continued interest only further demon- settle this incident once and for all. But,
now need Leonardo DiCaprio to lead the strates to the rest of the world our con- none of the proposed solutions get it just
way (how did we ever let it get this bad! tinued stupidity and hegemonic
right. Somebody is bound to find someWe're only supposed to use The King of mindset.
thing wrong with each and every one of
them, so allow me to take a stab at it. 1
Surely, by now, Elian must think that our Bill of Rights believe that I have a fair and balanced
includes a right to not have to go to school,freeamusementremedy to determine whether or not
Elian should stay in the United States
rides, and easy access to Diane Sawyer.
with his father, or return to Cuba.
Make him try to swim back.
the World when things get really bad),
"Ah, but this goes to the heart of USThat's right. Elian "Mark Spitz"
and a rumored new N'Sync home video, Cuban relations?' Hey Ditto-Head; Go Gonzalez made his way over here from
we've decided to focus all of our short at- back to that map: As it is, Florida and the Cuba, so it only seems reasonable to see
tention spans on one remote incident in- Keys were curiously designed to look if he can make it back. If he does get back
volving one little boy in one state like the United States is taking one giant to Cuba, then he and his father get to stay
that—let's be honest—-we've all disre- piss on Cuba, so it seems as if US-Cuban there. If he can't make the 90-mile trek
garded ever since our grandparents relations were kind of doomed from the through shark-infested waters, then he'll
BY PATRICK G A V I N
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Bombay's Passes Muster
Sara and Jon spend a night at this Italian restaurant
By SARA GETMAN
AND JON PROSNIT

Restaurant Reviewers
Last Friday night, to kick off spring
weekend we trekked off to the Bombay
Restaurant for some fine Indian cuisine.
The restaurant is located downtown, on
Arch Street, and finding it was a little bit
of a challenge, especially since Jon was
driving. When we finally arrived, the
only other party in the restaurant was
an old bridge club enjoyinga nice Indian
meal after a long day of gin and tonics.
It was only seconds after we arrived that
we overheard one member saying, "This
food isn't bad, but it ain't New Delhi style
either."
Needless to say, we were slightly intimidated. We were seated in the corner
of the room and one of the servers
promptly came over to us and asked us
what we wanted to drink as he gave us
the menus. One of us-ordered a King

Sara, being deathly afraid of spicy food,
stayed away from the spicy dishes but
was impressed with the other offerings.
As an appetizer we shared an alu parata
and vegetable samosas. Both authentic
Indian dishes that were mighty tasty. As
we were finishing our appetizers, the
music suddenly started and soothing
Indian tunes accompanied our meal.
Also, as the evening progressed the
place rapidly became fuller and fuller.
Jon thinks it had something to do with
the music, as he doesn't believe in coincidences. We decided to order a vegetable
saag and chicken vindaloo for our main
courses. Our waiter may have been
slightly afraid of us, due to a certain
person's table manners, but showed no
signs of his fear as his concern was more
focused on the bridge group and their
next round of drinks.
The food arrived and Jon was pleased
with the look and the texture of the meal.
Sara, however, wasn't so sure about the
look. But once we both started eating, we

Also, as the evening progressed the place rapidly became
fuller and fuller. Jon thinks it had something to do with
the music, as he doesn't believe in coincidences.
Fisher (an Indian Beer) and the other a
diet coke with a lemon wedge — we'll let
you figure out who ordered which one.
We were pleased with our drink selection, but the menus were another story
— they were a little bit dirty and archaic,
and thus we were slightly cautious from
that point forward.
With our menus and drinks came a
flat bread, spiced onions, a spicy green
sauce and a more mild yet tasty sauce.

were both extremely pleased with the
taste. The portions were sizeable and the
service was a little different, yet still topnotch. We were both happy about choosing Bombay, and Jon felt good about
frequenting a restaurant in Hartford.
Overall, we would recommend Bombay
to anyone looking for good ethnic dining. Good atmosphere, unique service,
tasty food, fun patrons, and a damn good
time.
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SCORPIO

ATK 20 - MAY 2O
You've spent a lot of time this past year
working to strengthen your relationships with the people who are important to you and in large part, you have
succeeded. Now, look ahead to an
equally successful and rewarding
summer -just remember that preparation will get you everywhere.

1

GEMINI

it

MAY 21 -JUN2O
You've learned how to put your money
in the right places, but financial security is not the end of the road. Don't
grow complacent and bored - now that
you have the money, do something
with it! Grab your backpack and go see
the world - your eyes might be opened
to the possibilities that surround you.

CANCLR

C?

JUN21 -JUL22
This has been a rough semester for you
and the after-effects may carry over
into your summer plans. Instead of
fixating on your problems, leave them
behind and find a new direction in life.
A fresh outlook will help you gather
the energy you need to improve your
situation and yourself.

Lxo
JUL25-AUG22
Lions love the spotlight, but you've
been stealing more than your share of
thesunshin.e.Did:ysufotgeuhat other
peopfeTfi'avg reelings, too? Tip: if you expend less energy on yourself and more
on others, you will reap praise and admiration for your charitable ways and
might even keep your friends.

VIRGO
AUG25-5E.PT 2 2
You may feel that you are the victim
of a nasty karmic curse, but I assure
;you that the effects are only tempoIrary. Watch out for people who will try
to take advantage of you and expel
them from your life. Until then, remember that what doesn't kill you
!
does* make you stronger.

TnpocJ!
Next year we'll be looking for writers and copy
editors, so be sure to keep us in mindl

Spend your summer in Maine at

Camp O-AT-KA
One of the countries oldest &
finest boys resident camps!

www.campoatka.com
Muiti'latmtted counselors wanted for thefollowing*

Soccer
Sailing
Camp waft
Tennis
Fishing
Woodworking
Water-slding
RUlcry
Climbing Wall
Wiadsurfing
Photography
Bnsebnl)
Pottery
Archery
Swimminfl
££y-fyiug
and more!
Situated on beautiful Scbago Lake, O-AT-fCA provides great fun
and a supportive environment for it* boys. Traditional values are
an imegrfi.1 part of camp life reinforced by outstanding alalT! Two
eoiinsloors share in supervising fi - 9 boys pier cabin, ages 7-16.
.. Salary range is between $1300 - $3000, plus e<>!lage crtsdit is
available! Come and help celebrate our 95lh summer!
riease contact; Camp O-AT-KA, Esn Cuthhert, Director, 593
Sebltgo Road, SsbflgO, ME 04029 for an application and video.
Call 1-4S()O-SIS-S4SS or email us at campoiitka@aol.wm

OCT25-NOV21
Achieving harmony between all the elements in your life is. a tricky thing. If
you find that you are suppressing your
own desires to accommodatesituations
or other people, it may be time to eliminate those elements in order to protect
your own values. Stay true to yourself
and peace will find you.

•§L**5

AGiTTARIU5

N0V22-DLC21
Feeling disillusioned? Not where you
thought you'd be at this point in your
life? Fear not! The Page of Cups brings
new inspiration to your doorstep.
Summer provides the opportunity to
escape from the rigor of academic existence and widen your worldview. A
little more art and culture could redirect your aspirations. Youmay not be
as far off as you had thought.

CAFRICORN
DEC 22-JAN l?
As the great philosopher Ferris Bueller
once said, "Life moves pretty fast, if you
don't stop and look around once in
awhile, you could miss it." So get your
butt out of bed, grab your best friend
and run for the border. Comprende?

AQUARIUS.
JAN 20 - TUB i 8

A
flS

Feel like your life is going nowhere?
That's because you aren't taking control of it. College life encourages the
development of very comfortable ruts,
but it's time to dig your way out. You
*can* command the impossible - you
just have to figure out how.

f)5CL5
FE.B I?-MAR20

You seem to have this idea - and it is a
good one, don't get me wrong - that everything you do must be planned out
and thought through. Forethough
may be the name of the game, but if
you play anything for too long, you're
gonna run out of munchies. Learn the
great art of spontaneity. When used
wisely, it can really spice up your life.

. ARILS
JL

5EJT.23-.OCT a.;

JThe partnership you've been cultivating is finally starting to bearfruit, but
the summer months may prove a trial.
Realism is the best way to overcome
difficulties. Face all issues head on and
diffuse them before they grow large
enough to threaten your security.

MAR 21-APR I?
Fate sometimes affects our lives in
mysterious ways. As this cycle of
changes comes to an end for you, you
may discover that things you thought
to be lost have returned. Be grateful for
the moments when they are in your life
and keep them in your memory always.
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Calder Exhibition Opens At An Afternoon of Chamber Music
The Wadsworth Atheneum Garmany Hall Host To Student Talents
'**-

BY DIANA POTTER

Arts Writer

The Wadsworth's recent exhibit "Calder in Connecticut"
features a selection of period
photos and many diverse works
by Alexander "Sandy" Calder
who is perhaps America's favorite sculptor. HartfcJrd boasts the
monumental Calder sculpture
"Stegosaurus" dramatically
sited between the art museum
and city hall and set at the edge
of a small, bubbling fountain
and affectionately called "Stego"
by locals.
Nearly two decades ahead of
his time, Calder did most of his
work in the 1930s and it was
only in the 1950s that the concept of monumental abstract
public sculpture gained acceptance. Famous for his largescale stabiles and delicate
mobiles, Calder was the first to
add motion to sculpture. His
creative energy was unbounded
and coupled with a sense of
color and a pixie sense of h umor
which was unique to sculpture.
His inventive genius also took
the form of birds and animals,
bold paintings and drawings,
rugs, toys and jewelry.
Calder and his wife left Paris
in 1933 and came to the United
States to start a family. They
soon moved to Roxbury, Connecticut where Calder set up his
studio, Calder was inspired by
natural settings, by the brilliant
fail colors of local sumacs.
Pieces such as "Un Effet du
japonais" (1941),"Aututnn
Leaves, Red Post," (1941) "Sumac

(1941), one of the mos t noteworthy pieces in the show, combines the stark intense
saffron-yellow base with the
recherche aerial network of
mottled leaf-like plates.
As the decade progressed,
Calder developed his in his
sculpture various combinations of rising and falling forms,
which often reminded him of
natural elements such as flowers or insects. His wires "Spider
and the Fly" (1938), "Flower Mobile" (1942) and "Dragonfly
pin" (1936) show his dexterity of
craftsmanship.
Then came a series of varia^
tions on the theme of the threelegged mobile that rises through
pierced discs to.explode outward
in playful, blossoming effects.
This series of small, untitled
standing mobiles is displayed in
a long, glass case on the second
floor of the exhibit.
Other memorable pieces in
the collection include "Very Flat
Cat" (1926), Calder's very first
wood sculpture carved out of an
being red and black, against a old oak post and "The Apple
white background. His stabiles Monster" where the artist
are brilliant and bold, while his turned a section of an apple tree
mobiles are airy and delicate. into an ungainly creature
Motion is a chief component in which has a sort of surreal qualCalder's art, and no photo can ity, hovering between static and
substitute for seeing them re- active, humor and fear. "Praying
volving, wavering, fluttering, Mantis" (1936) is another exshivering, trembling. A photo ample of a creature that injust freezes them on the page. spired several surrealist artists.
(So don't think you are getting Finally his "Birds" (1938) made
off easy, just because we put a of tin cans, wire, wood and cloth
photograph in here.)J - •* • • -and his various sketches and
Nothing else can convey the drawings reveal his sense of
joy, happiness, gaiety and spirit comedy and tomfoolery and the
that one gets from seeing these sense of playfulness that comes
mobiles in action. "Giraffe" across throughout his work.
No. 11" (1952) and "Horizontal
Spines" (1942) established a
delicate new balance between
mobile and stabile, often suggesting the rustling of autumn
leaves. His hanging mobiles include the notable series, "Flurries" inspired
by the
snowstorms in Roxbury.
Calder's work ischaracterized
by bright colors, his favorites

YOU KNOW THAT FRIEND
WHO ALWAYS SAYS,

"I CAN MAKE
A BETTER SHOW
THAN THIS"?
HE JUST DID.

Tune into Nibblebox.com for the most cutting edge> innovative and
irreverent entertainment. All created by students, with the heip of
some of the hottest names in the-film and television industry like
John Leguizamo, Doug Liman and Steven Soderbergh.

nibblC^box

entertainment bytes

www.nibblebox.com

BY NATHANIEL CURTIS
AND KATE HUTCHINSON

Arts Writers

The Recital of Chamber Ensembles and Private Lessons
Program, given on April 29 in
Garmany Hall of Austin Arts
Center, was a musical treat. For
those of you who chose to sit
outside on a beautiful day, you
missed out.
The pieces ranged from the
classical works of J.S. Bach to
the more modern sounds of
Ani DiFranco. The instruments beautifully represented were the piano,
harpsichord, flute, guitar,
cello, double bass, bassoon
and the human voice.
The recital began with a
lovely rendering of Francis
Poulenc's Sonnet for Flute and
Piano, played by Emmie Stamell
'03 on the flute and Christine
Melson on the piano.
In this composition, Melson's
deep and percusive piano contrasted well with Stamell's
nimble flute as the piece moved
from solemn to dreamy. This
piece was clearly the product of
dedicated commitment and
long rehearsal on the part of the

ments of her chosen piece. Her
playing was capable and well
tempered as it moved through
the highs and lows of the work.
The accompanying piano of
Christine Melson was again a
little overpowering, but this
piece was still one of my favorites from this showing.
After this gem, we got to what
1 had been waiting for, some
Bach. Here Nancy Curran
played a somewhat heavy, but
always competent and lovely
harpsichord, which kept perfect rhythm for the light and
floating flutes of Noah Harrel
'03 and Leonor Snow.
Through the measured Adagio, to the lively Allegro ma non
presto, to the meditative Adagio
e piano to the quick, mathematical Presto, this delightful
and well executed performance
was a delight to hear.
Next came a well-rehearsed
rendition of a piece by
Beethoven executed by Stamell
and J.P. Chisholm '03. My sincere hope is that these two can
cut a record deal together sometime soon, so 1 can buy all of
their CDs. This Duet in C major,
Allegro was brilliant. The
cheerful tune was well blended
and ran both smooth and stac-

Following Gaboon's act was a hard task,
but flutist Gary Friedman accomplished
it ably with her solid performance of
Romance by Charles Widor.
musicians. In some places, the
piano was somewhat overpowering, though perhaps this was
owing to the confined space offered by Garmany Hall.
There were also a few flat
notes on the part of the flute,
but the key changes were well
executed and overall the piece
was well done and enjoyable to
hear.
The next work was
Giacomo Puccini's "O Mio
Babbino Caro" from the opera
Gianni Schicci. Here Melson's
piano was perfectly executed,
and was able to both be expressive in its own right, but
also supportive to Emily
Weitz's '03 fluid singing.
Weitz gave a fine performance with a strong and clear
soprano voice despite some difficulty with the Italian lyrics of
the piece. Further, at times it
felt as though Weitz was singing for a musical tune rather
than an operatic work.
The next performance was
Bonnie Cahoon '03 on the guitar, and though critics are not
supposed to do this, I have to
admit that there was absolutely
nothing wrong with this performance.
The traditional "Toora Loora
Loora" was soft and expressive.
Her second piece, a lullaby rendition of Ani DiFranco's "Not a
Pretty Girl" showed impressive
mastery of a difficult rhythm
with the added level of rapid
chord changes. I was impressed
to say the least.
Following Cahoon's act was a
hard task, but flutist Carey
Friedman '02 accomplished it
ably with her solid performance
of Romance by Charles Widor.
Friedman showed mastery over
her instrument, especially
when handling the faster ele-

cato, but somehow never
clashed. Always confidant and
well executed these two came to
sparkling conclusion that had
me, as well as Beethoven in his
grave, smiling with pleasure.
Following this was the only
disappointment of the concert, which occurred when
Shaylor Sheele forgot to show
up, and so we did not hear the
intended excerpt from Jekyll
and Hyde.
But I forgot all about this
when two flutists, Beth Miller
'03 and Friedman, a double
bassist, Stephanie Olijnyk '00, a
cellist, Cathy Shiano and the
mighty pianist Michael Schiano
stepped on stage and launched
intoJ.S. Bach's Cantata Sheep
May Safely Graze.'
It was an expressive delight,
their Trio Sonate by Johann
Quantz was light and airy like
a well made souffle and their
London Trio, a Haydn, made me
think seriously about buying
the record, though I suppose
that nothing could match the
loveliness of these masters playing together. •
Here the piano finally
matched with the rest of the
ensemble rather than against it,
created a steady, sure and evocative sound from which the
flutes took flight. Perfectly
timed and. executed, the smile
on Schiano's face as he performed said everything. •
I must add that Schiano's performance on the piano was a
piece of sheer brilliance. Also
noteworthy was the soaring
and tender playing of the cello.
This was a marvelous display
of music, although the double
bass should have enjoyed a
larger spot to shine. Like I said,
if you weren't there, you missed
out.
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Spring Ahead Dance Concert Showcases a Semester of Work
A Variety of Dance techniques performed by students of differing skill levels is nicely combined by organizer Lesley Farlow to create a visual masterpiece in the Goodwin Theater
BY A M Y BUCHNER

Arts Editor

Goodwin Theater hosted an evening
of dance last Thursday and Friday with
Spring Ahead, a recital of faculty and
student choreographed works.
The evening began with a performance piece called "She," written and
choreographed by Professor Lesley
Farlow and the dancers. The dance was
performed to contemporary music by
Zap Mama, spoken text by the dancers,
and a little Mozart.
The text and dance delved into the
complicated relationships between sisters, which gave the dancers a wide range
of movements and emotions to explore.
The choreography, as well as the spoken
text was created and performed by the
dancers and was drawn from their own
lives and experiences.
The range of choreography encom-

McKeown accompanied Justin Ball's '01
pleasant voice and soulful song with
cleanly executed movements.
Her performance became more and
more absorbing as she moved out of the
section set to music and into the dream
narrative, "Dreams Never Lie," which she
also choreographed and wrote.
McKeown's words and movements were
perfectly timed and complemented each
other very well.
"Contested Spaces" began with the
powerful image of a silhouetted dancer
against a bright orange background.
Karmen Brownson '00 and Sarah
Schneck '00 performed a section of
Brownson's senior thesis, BodyoJKnowledge.To drum accompaniment, by William Cooley, the two danced and
explored the complex AmericanTrinidad and Tobagan relationship. The
dance provided a display of the dancers'
skills as well as their sheer athletic
strength.

Spring Ahead provided a nice display of the
enthusiasm and energy that there is for dance on this
campus.
The two women wore sailor clothes
passed everything from hair-pulling,
combative moves, loving gestures, and and traditional costume representative
playful leap-frog-esque antics. These of the two countries. They explored each
varied movements well represented the other's bodies, in sexual and aggressive
many different aspects of the female sib- manners, simulating the complicated
ling relationship.
relationship between the two countries.
The nine dancers often moved in pairs, The piece was extremely well executed.
performing in synchronization and mir- The timing, however, was a bit disaproring each others' movements This cre- pointing, seeming to move towards a cliated a kaleidoscope of sisterly images for max, and then beginning the climb all
the audience to watch and it went well over again.

p f

m

.

The text was engaging, which made
focusing on both the spoken words and
the dance a bit difficult. The story of a
sister's disappointment over her sibling's
failure to come to an important dance
recital was touching, especially to those
familiar with the difficulties and joys of
having a sister.
The text helped as a way of explaining the choreography, but also slowed
down the pacing of the performance in
this section. The lack of music caused
the dance to lose some of its energy.
However, the sprightly, quick-paced section of the dance set to Mozart that followed helped bring the pacing back up
to speed.
From this large group, the program
moved on to Carole McKeown's '01 solo
performance "Dreams Never Lie."

a truly impressive show of the dancers'

performance. The old adage, no matter
how overused, still applies: when the
performers are having fun, the audience
will too.
The movements were fresh and new
and the large group successfully shifted
into a nice progression of movements,
constantly keeping the audience involved and energized. One looks forward

One looks forward to seeing more zany pieces by
Johnson andCaballero and their unique fusion of fun,
strong dance moves, and skills.
to seeing more zany pieces by Johnson
and Caballero. Their unique fusion of
fun, strong dance moves, and skills is
guaranteed to create many more great
works.
After intermission, Brook Evans '02
and percussion accompanist, Chris
Lemp, performed "A Little Revelation,"
a completely improvised blend of music
and movement. Evans is an extremely
talented dancer, as seen in the other
numbers in the program. She created
form and progression, even within her
improvisation.
It was interesting and helpful to the
viewer to have structure within the
dance. She never allowed the dance to
run away from her and yet still created
fresh, spur of the moment movements.
Evans and Lemp worked extremely well
together and both achieved a good sense
of timing.
. Choreographers and dancers Ann
Dacey '03 and Karla Quintero '03 followed Evans' performance with a piece
titled, "But I'm Here." Their range of
«ggfffflfr8orft- aicas Tf/^rt apparent in the
complex and visually beautiful pro-

ln sailor clothes and in more traditional garb, the two
explored each other's bodies, in sexual and aggressive
manners.
talents and Brownson's choreographic
abilities.
This piece was followed by Nina Caballero '02 and Edith Johnson's '02 piece,
"Hell Toupee," which rivaled with
"Komodon" and "Soko" for audience favorite. To the energetic and exciting title .
tune by the Squirrel Nut Zippers, the
dancers performed what the choreographers described as their "wacky" dance.
What made this piece so great was the
delight the dancers were taking in their

"Komodon," were choreographed by
Abdoulaye Sylla and accompanied by
Sylla, Inara Ramin, Lacy Jackson, and
Laurie Sylla. Before the dancers even
appeared on stage, the audience was
wowed by the impressive musical talents
of the drummers.
The two groups of excited dancers,
having fun, made the audience love the

gram.
The music choices seemed ill-paired
with the choreography, though; the music never really matched up to the intensity of the dance.
The dances might have been better
suited to different pieces. The Vanessa
Williams tune worked better than the
first Buju Banton song, but both pieces
left little opportunity for choreographic
exploration.
. '
, S •:
.:•". The final: two pieces, "Suko" and

works all the more. Energy spread
around Goodwin and when the audience was invited to join the fun on stage,
many took the dancers up on their offer.
Spring Ahead provided a nice display
of the enthusiasm and energy that there
is for dance on this campus. It will be
exciting to see how this creative energy
will manifest itself in the dance program
next year.

Every FRIDAYS SATURDAY

Boors open 8pm

<stokrotka> s daisy
• • EMPIRE OF PLEASURE
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16 Broad St. New Britain

This Could Be
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Recruiting Plus" puts your singular characteristics and
qualifications on display for employers to notice with access
to a powerful resume builder. The intelligent job-matching,
agent will find you postings on great jobs, internships,
externships, mentorships and co-ops. Recruiting Plus has
links to your favorite e-commerce and e-cntertainment sites,
plus daily horoscopes, news, chat rooms, library resources,
phone books and video conferencing.
Registration automatically qualifies you to win cruises,
ski weekends and seaside getaways.

w

Visit your career center or log on to'.'
for more information.
IsUUM

.g

ndustries.com

Suuing by The Tripod
elections tonight (5/2)
at 9PM in Jackson
Basement
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A Moment With Theater and Dance Professor Lesley Farlow
The Fourth and Final Part of a Series Of Interviews With Arts Professors at Trinity
BY MICAH COGEN

Arts Editor

The Tripod had the opportunity to sitwithLesky Farlow for
a few minutes in her very busy
schedule to discuss her upcoming dance concert, the state of
Trinity dance and about her own
experiencesin the art world.
MC How long have you been
dancing?
LF: 1 started when I was
about eight and they had a program for ballet at my elementary school, so I started there. 1
had seen a production of Swan
Lake when I was about five and

denigrating ballet, rather I love
ballet and have taken many ballet classes for modern dancers.
I went to college when I was
sixteen. At that point, I had
only taken a few jazz courses,
but didn't know you could do
anything professionally other
than ballet. I loved to dance and
I was still writing plays and interested in theater. This union of
things helped propel me towards modern dance. It looked
to me like a form that was very
expressive and had the potential for incorporating a lot of
stuff.
When I was in college I was
working on theses with texts.

I'd love to search out other venues and
maybe start a dance series that could be
open to anyone and to any kinds of dance.
it was there 1 realized I loved to
dance.
I really thought I wanted to
be a ballet dancer. Actually, I
also did a lot of creative writing
and 1 always did theater when 1
was a kid as well. Unfortunately, I grew too fast. I was 5' 7"
by the time I was twelve and
basically my ballet teacher said:
you're not going to be able to do
this professionally; you're just
too tall. See, ballet dancers are
supposed to be petite and are
supposed to be lifted around
like small furniture.
1 don't mean to sound like I'm

My senior thesis was Brecht's
The Dance of Death, a play that's

actually never been performed.
I did it as kind of a movement/
theater piece and I worked with
actors and dancers. That's kind
of always been what has interested me, the intersection of the
two things.
Then 1 moved to New York
with a bunch of friends and we
built a loft. We built a dance
studio. I was taking classes in
New York. I worked both as a
dancer and as an actor.
I tried to combine the two in
my own work and worked with

directors and choreographers
who did that. I also started
teaching. I've always loved to
teach. I did a lot of work teaching actors at various conservatories in New York, like the
Classic Stage Company Repertory Theater had a conservatory for a number of years, and
I taught there and the National
Theater Institute.
MC: How did you discover
Trinity?
LF: A colleague of mine at
NTI told me about this job and
the department, which is such
a wonderful crossover. She said,
"Lesley this job has your name
written all over it." I thought
that I'd never get this job, but I'll
do it [apply] anyway. But I did,
and I was delighted.
MC What expectations did
you have when you came here
and have they been fulfilled?
LF: In a funny way, I didn't
know what to expect. 1 was
hoping that 1 would enjoy the
students, which is absolutely
the case.
They're very committed, very
interested. The work that I see,
particularly from the seniors,
but also from plenty of the
other students in the choreographic work is wonderful. I
guess my hope, more than expectation, is that 1 have an opportunity to teach the things
that 1 enjoy teaching like technique, making work, which 1
have a chance to do in

reparatory.
I was also hoping that I would
have the opportunity to work
with other members of the department, which is definitely
going to happen in terms of
teaching and co-creating stuff.
I'm also interested in doing
projects for the community, senior centers.
I'm hoping to bring in seniors
to talk about their life stories,
creating work with them that
will hopefully include some of
them as performers, not necessarily just source material.
MC How were you involved
with the Spring dance concert?
LF: Well, I'm sort of the producer of it. I got everybody together, andjudy helped me too,
auditioning people, auditioning
the work, and telling people
about the work, and figuring out
all the details.
Stuff that I've done for myself
in New York so many times I

LF: Not yet But there will be. In
the African class there usually are
some men. So I'm hoping that
maybe they'll take others. There is
also a class called Body Practice,
which isreallya basicunderstanding of physical awareness. I'm going to be teaching that this fall 1
think it's offered every other yean
It is especially good for athletes or
anyone who wants a better understanding of their body It is also a
class tha t will help you release a lot
of stress.
MC How do you widen an
interest in that?
LF: You do interviews like
this. I guess you talk a lot and
encurouge people to talk. I'm really still discovering how. I
think talking to people in the
athletic department might help.
MC: Do you intend to improve
on involvement in dance out
side of the academic and concerning the extracurricular?
LF: That's something that

My hope, more than expectation, is that
I have an opportunity to teach the things
that I enjoy teaching like technique.
could do with my hands tied
behind my back. Although, every now and then I forget a detail. I also had a class called
Modern Dance and Performance and we made a piece,
collaboratively about sisters.
MC: Do you notice a male interest in dance at Trinity?

we've been talking about, Its
really a space issue.
I'd love to search out other
venues and maybe start a dance
series that could be open to anyone and to any kinds of dance.
I think that its very important.
I'd like it to be informal so
people would feel comfortable.

(Voices organized in defense)
To anyone curious, interested or concerned:
VOID was created by my roommate (Matt Bertuzzi) and myself (Caleb Sayan)
for sole purpose of raising awareness and capital to protest the IMF and World
Bank, on April 16th. However, as the semester unfolded our group evolved
from an one dimensional entity into something much more. VOID took on a life |
of its own becoming a fcilitator of dialogue and action among student groups
(AASA, The Other Voice, SLAC, CONNPIRG, among others), the community
service office, Political Science and English departments, the chaplains office
and the President's office. While the ability of our organization to raise funds
and evoke student interest in the protest on the IMF and World Bank was
remarkable, we felt like we could have accomplished so much more. Since
entering Trinity nearly 4 years ago we have witnessed a metamorphosis with
student's level of political participation and awareness. Particularly in issues
that did not diectly effect their "drinking privileges" or much prized reading
.days, Trinity students have begun to demonstrate that they care about the world
outside this campus. Students are shedding the stigmatism or affliction of
apathy that existed when Matt and I came in 1996. So we really want to help
build upon the success that we had this semester, but unfortunately Matt and
I (probably) are graduating and going into "the real world. Therefor, we are
asking for your help, whoever you are and where ever your interests lie, to
keep VOID alive. If you are interested or have any questions you can contact
us at caleb@sayan.net and mbertuzz@mail.trincoll.edu or call us at X6659.
And remember to drink Mello Yello, try and understand the perspectives of
those around you, be yourself, and most importantly, think for yourself.
Thanks, y

We are looking
for a few conscious
people

(Voices organized in defense)

Imagine a work) whore wealth was determined by how much
someone had g i v e n , rather than how much someone had

acquired.

US MS ORIGINAL MEW YORK PIZZA
:
495 Farmington Avenue

233-8888

Use pur charge card
for any delivery,,,,

Open 7 days a week - 11:00a.m. to 2:00 a.m.

Medium 12i! (8slices) Thin Crust • Large 18* (8 slices) Thin Crusl * X-Large 20u (8slices) Thin Crust • Sicilian'(16 slices) Thick Crust
Cheese
Veggie.....

,

,

Sgt. Pepperoni Special.

Medium
$ 7.50...
$10.00

•

Larga
$ 9.85
$14.85....

$10.50...

X-Large
...,.............$12.00..
......$17.50...,

:. $15.85

Additional Toppings...... ......$ .50

•.

Sicilian
....$13.00
..$18.50

$19.00

..;...$ 1.00.

$20.00

$ 1.50..........

.................$ 150

TOPPINGS* Pepperroni, Sausage Meatbal!, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, White, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garfic, and tomatoes.

HEROES (Hot or Cold)'

:

•

CALZONES

with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mayo,
B8G sauce hot peppers oil vinegar mustard, ketchup.

PhiUy Cheese Steak .I....'
$5.50
Phillyy Cheese Steak w/Bacon
$8.25
"""" Cheese
'
~ "
"""
Phijiy
Steak w/Extra Steak
$7.45
Chicken Parmigiana
;
$5.15
Eggplant Parmigiana
$5.15
M
t
b
i
h
P
$
5
1
5
Veal Parmigiana
,
$5.15
Sausage Parmigiana
, $5.15
Ham, Salami, Cheese >
.
$5.40
Ham & Cheese ..,.;..,..,,,,...L......,...,.,,
$5.15
Turkey & Cheese
,... ;
$5.15
Tuna & Cheese
,
....$5.15
Veggie & Cheese.
$4.50
Pepperoni & Cheese
$5.40
Salami & Cheese
,
$4.90
Chicken Sandwich & Cheese
$5.85
Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese
......................... $6,00
BIT & Cheese
...;....... $4.25
Grilled Ham I Cheese
.;..;
,$4.90
served w/garjic bread w/cheese •
Lasagna *Manicotti • Ravioli * Staffed Shells$6.30 (with Meat - $1.00 extra) v , :• .

Ail prices do hotmclude[tax../
^TTW^^W

WHWW

'

;•.

Caizone
,
..44,90
each additional filling
...„....$ .50
A P P ETenders.......
T I Z E R S ..,................._;.. (6}.|or $5.75Buffalo
Buffato Wings (mild, hot or suicide!
(12) for $6.00
Chfckerfftngers .;...,...„.:„;........................„„
„....„„. $5,00
Mozzarella Sticks....
(7) for $4.75.
Onion Rings
$3.20
French Fries.,
„.».„.....„. ,$2,65
Cheesefries...;;.,.,.....
„.....;.....;,. ...„.,„,.,..,., $3 JO
Fried Dough
,...;
..........
(8 for $2,50
Breadsticks..
..„......;.,„.. (8 for $2,50
Garlic Bread..
$1.85
Garlic Bread w/cheese
.,,,,$2,40
Chips
,.„.. ...„„......,$ .50
S A L A D S

-•

•

•••••.•.••••,• •

Tossed Salad ,„.„....,.,..,....,..,.,...„....„.......„.....„
$4.05'
Anlipasto Salad...,.,..,....., ......,.„.,„.....„.,.,.. »..„.....-..„ $5.75
Tuna Salad,,..,,,...........v^
Extra Dressing .,..,........,....,„.........,.,..,.............,.....».„.„.....,.$ .50.
DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Thousand Island, Italian, Fa! Free Italian

:
DESSERTS••
::
Triple Chocolate Cake
SOD-AS ( o n e liter) ..
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea

*f

»

.

$3.25'
•• $1.60'
F^^^ ^ ^^J^^^^J

j FfilE Order of FRIED DOUGH j FREE Order of GARLIC BS
with Any Large Pizza Order i w ' *
Hurt prfseist CWJWB - Coupon cannot be combined.

• '•

Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed with Ricotta, Mazzarella and Parmesan
cheeses, blended with your choice of filling and a side cup of marinara sauce.

*

W^P*^"^

Any Large riasza-oi?tk

SiiilffeBi

Musi pr«»nt «jup«j * CMIJHW «ann«f $» combined

m%m- mm-mm

I

, FREE LITER OF SODA j
with Any Large Pizza Order Any Medium Pizza
*
I

ttuitprwrncouMn
ttuitprwrncouMn* Coupon
CouponcmnotiMeoinbiMd.
cmnotiMeoinbiMd
KntmwQm coupon b«for« or Arty.

hmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmwmmmmm

JJ
1

«»«tiMMni«(xi)M»- Coupon oMHWtte«(wMwb
Ma9imen!i(»catf«tS>8fe««PWft8

mSm m*mm»mmmmmmmmimmmm*m®

arge Cheese Pizza $5i
J

J
I
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PERFORMANI

Psychology Thesis Presentations

AT was present at Friday night's festivi ties when a certain Director of Student
Activities threatened to shut down the
concert if people did not pour out their
beer bottles. Needless to say, this did not
go over well with the crowd, who pulled
out their best 1980s Shea Stadium impersonation with "Daaaaaarell, Daaaaaarell,"
effectively drowning him out.
We had our chance to add to the fun
on Saturday at the dunk tank at Fun Fair.
Our favorite Director of Student Activi ties
was in the tank, but somehow was not getting wet when he should have (i.e. he was
cheating). It seems that someone was holding on to the handrails and insulting the
manhood of the student body. Not only
should he watch his mouth in front of
small children, but could at least let us get
his hair wet - we might like him better.

You are cordially invited to the Psychology
Thesis Presentations on Wednesday, May 3, in Life
Sciences Center 134, at 1:00 PM:
Craig M. Alfano - "The Relationship Between
Children's Stereotyping of Emotion and Parent/
Child Conversations about Emotion."
Kristin Delaney - "Academic Rigor at Trinity
College: Course Standards, Accountability, and
Student Engagement."
Kristina Detmer - "Attribution of Blame in Domestic Violence: The Effects of Observer Characteristics and Victim Provocation."
Suzanne M. Fallon - "Maltreatment in Drug Exposed Infants: Effects of the PROkids Primary
Care Intervention Program."
Scott B. Hitchcock - "Interference In Forward
and Backward Recall."
Rebecca Pearce - "An Examination of Age, Prospective Memory, and Memory Errors: How are
the Elderly Forgetting to Remember Future Actions?"
Laura Vangsness - "Enhancing Social ProblemSolving Skills in Urban Youth Through Action
Research: An Evaluation of the Summer Youth
Research Institute in Hartford, Connecticut."

Reel Big...

Education, Pensions, Medical Care

Darrell, Darrell, Darrell

AT was shocked and amazed by the
SGA's one stroke of genius this year: a
kiddie pool filled with mud and - later
on half-naked celebrities and college coeds. One very petite sophomore gave Reel
Big Fish's lead vocalist the beatdown in the
first match. After that, various disrobed
males suplexed drunken half-naked
women and nobody called the Women's
Center. The lead singer was later spotted
in the 2nd floor Elton Girls bathroom
where two of our finest minds helped the
singer "clean up," Thumbs up to the SGA
for showing us what politics can do for the
student body.

Another disaster averted
With burgers rapidly burning on the
grill and no sign of a spatula in sight, AT
found a clever sophomore rising above his
own apathy and slothdom to solve the
problem, Two beer cans and a bottle later
a spatula was formed. It took God a whole
week to form the Universe, a Trin sophomore created the spatula in time to save
the burgers... AT says take that creator almighty! Still have questions as to why
we're a top 25 liberal arts college?

She's like a "10"
Think you're being judged by your appearance? AT was a little dismayed on Saturday night. Several devious minds
decided to make their opinion of the student body known. Two men and two
women were sitting out in front of Jarvis
with score cards, rating the drunks as they
walked down the Long Walk, Judges were
not above being bribed as a slip of the.
tongue brought one girl's score up from a
6 to.... an 8. Some guy showed a few inches
of. hairy leg and got a 10. AT's score will
not be revealed — it's embarrassing.

If it's Spring, It's All Right
Speaking of embarrassing... A young
man whose heart had undoubtedly been
turned to thoughts of love by Spring and
not by the beer at the Rites Of Spring party
at Cleo this weekend was proposing some
Spring Rites of his own to a student from
Smith College when she surprised him by
asking for a commitment. He didn't miss a
beat — he handcuffed himself to her.
Then some helpful friends came up behind him and pulled his pants down. You
wouldn't think she'd be impressed, right?
Well, AT can attest that this studious visitor had a long walk of shame from our
hero"s room back to North Hampton.

You are invited to a lecture on "Critical Decisions Facing Every American - Education, Pensions, Medical Care" by Professor Stuart Butler.
Professor Butler, Vice President of The Heritage
Foundation for Domestic and Economic Policy
Studies, is one of the most influential scholars today. His proposals for reform of pensions and
medical care systems have been considered as
models around the world. He is often known for
suggesting that medicare be broadened along the
lines of the Federal Employees medical plan and
that-Social Security be made more flexible with
the addition of private accounts. Dr. Butler holds
a Ph.D. in American Economic -HistOTy'fTorrrSt?
Andrews University in Scotland. He has written
numerous oped's for newspapers, such as The New
York Times, and has appeared on many national
news and talk shows. Wednesday, May 3, 8:00
PM, McCook Auditorium.

Dance Theater
The Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater will
perform the ballet masterpiece "Revelations"during an evening of modern dance at the University of Connecticut's Jorgensen Auditorium on
Tuesday, May 9, at 8:00 PM. "Revelations was inspired by Ailey's childhood memories of Texas
and incorporates his association with AfricanAmerican writers James Baldwin and Langston
Hughes. Tickets are $17 to $25. There are discounts for students and seniors.

Chapel Happenings
TUESDAY-May 2
7:00 PM - InterVarsity Prayer Group - Crypt Chapel
8:15 PM Lectio Divina - (Interfaith House)
WEDNESDAY-May 3
12 noon - Roman Catholic Mass - Crypt Chapel
3:30 PM - Honors Day Ceremony
THURSDAY-May 4
6:30 PM - Zen Meditation - Crypt Chapel
9:00 PM - Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship
Meeting
FRIDAY-May 5
12:30 PM - Muslim Prayers - Crypt Chapel
6:00 PM - Nora Matthews - Senior Project Crypt Chapel
SATURDAY-May 6
8:00 AM - 3:00 PM - Zen Spring Retreat
'Chapel closedior day),
:<Sr Worship
SUNDAY - May 7 (last worship services for
the semester)
5:00 PM - Roman Catholic Mass and cookout
7:00 - Vespers with Chapel Singers .
7:45 - Holy Eucharist Service

CINESTUDiO
GENGHIS BLUES

Tue, May 5 - 7:30 PM

(1999) Written, directed and edited by Roko Belie. With: Paul Pena and Kongar-ol Ondar. What could
bring a blind San Francisco-based musician of Cape Verdean descent to a tiny Central Asian republic
located between Mongolia and southern Siberia? The answer, as is often the case in our global village,
would have to be music. Paul Pena first heard the little known music of Tuva 15 years ago, and was
instantly captivated by the possibilities of "throat singing," where one human voice can produce multiple sounds. Pena taught himself a blues-based version of this Tuvan music, and eventually embarked
on a difficult journey to this remote place, to take part in a throat singing festival. Don't miss this satisfying documentary that captures the amazing synchrocity of life on our planet. 88 min. There will be
a special appearance by Jim Cole and Geoffrey Brown of the ensemble "Spectral Voices" half an hour
before each show on Sunday and again on Monday.

BOYS DON'T CRY

Wed, Thu, Fri, May 3,4,5 - 7:30 PM
Sat, May 6 - 2:30,7:30 PM

(1999) Director: Kimberly Peirce. Screenplay by Peirce and Andy Beinen. Cast: Hilary Swank, Chloe
Sevigny, Peter Sarsgaard. Kimberly Peirce's first film is a true story of intolerance in the heartland, and
it has the courage to implicate the culture at large for its tolerance of homophobia. Hilary Swank stars
as Brandon Teena, a young woman in need of a new beginning, who poses as a man and moves to a
small town in Nebraska. Here she fits in with the local crowd and falls in love with a young woman
named Lana (Chloe Sevigny). When her secret is revealed, it unleashes a rage that brings everyone
involved closer to tragedy. Peirce names as her inspirations "Badlands", "Bonnie and Clyde' and "In Cold
Blood". "Boys Don't Cry" joins these unforgettable films as a visceral exploration of American's violent
side that will take your breath away. 114m

MAD MAX

Fri, Sat, May 5,6 - 9:55 PM

(Australia, 1980) Directed by George Miller. Cast: Mel'GibsonJoanne Samuel, Tim Burns. Check out
Cinestudio's Late Show this week: a spanking good new print of Mad Max, that restores the original
Australian soundtrack to the nastily dubbed version that was originally released in the States! The overthe-top motor cycle gang that can only be described as "A Clockwork Orange meets the outback" roars
back onto the screen, bringing back the inflammable action sequences and thrills in all of their wackedout glory. Mel Gibson, before he was cleaned up for Hollywood, is still an undeniable superstar-in-therough. Don't forget to check out the outlandish clothes, that influenced many a fashion trend of the
1980s. 93 min.
•
Compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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Imagining African Art
Ted Hershey
The Charter Oak Cultural Center presents a
week of performances and workshops celebrating the life of Ted Hershey, Hartford dancer and
choreographer. Please come to the Bushnell's
Seaverns Room, 166 Capitol Avenue, for a brunch
and a panel discussion on "The Role of the
Teacher in the Art and Craft of Dancing" on Sunday, May 7, at 10:00 AM. The panel will be moderated by Betsy Mahaffey.

The Art of Bloomsbury
From May 20 to September 3,2000, The Yale
Center for British Art presents an exhibition titled
"The Art of Bloomsbury." The Bloomsbury Group
has become the most famous and widely publicized coterie of writers, artists, intellectuals, and
general hangers-on in modern British culture.
Organized by the Tate Gallery and curated by
Richard Shone, the leading authority on
Bloomsbury, this is the first major exhibition devoted to the artistic achievements of the
Bloomsbury Group. The exhibition will display
applied arts from the Omega workshop as well
as fascinating documentary material, such as
photographs, books, and the various publications
associated with the Bloomsbury Group.

Chanticleer
Chanticleer, the only full-time classical vocal
ensemble in the United States, will perform an
eclectic program of Rennaissance works, madrigals, popular tunes and gospel music at the University of Connecticut's Jorgensen Auditorium on
Thursday, May 4, at 8:00 PM. Founded in 1978,
Chanticleer performs more than 100 concerts a
year across the United Statesand throughout Eu-

From May 9 to July 30,2000, the Yale University Art Gallery presents an exhibition called
"Imagining African Art: Documentation and
Transformation." It explores some of the ways
that artists have imagined Africa in the twentieth century. Specifically, it focuses on how our
understanding of this reality transforms the way
we think about African art. The exhibition begins with modernist documentary photographs
of African ritual objects by Charles Sheeler and
Walker Evans. Also included are works by Lois
Mailou Jones, Hale Woodruff and Wilmer
Jennings. The exhibition is organized by Daniel
Cornell, the Florence B. Selden Fellow in the department of prints, drawings, and photographs,
and Cheryl Finley, a doctoral candidate in the
history of art.

The Red Squirrel
The Latin American and Iberian Film Series
presents "The Red Squirrel" on Wednesday, May
3, at 7:30 PM in the Boyer Auditorium, Life Science Center. Considered by many to be the most
important voice of post-democracy Basque cinemajulio Medem has found an international audience for his near mythic films that blur the lines
between reality and the surreal. "The Red Squirrel" opens as a young man witnesses a woman
crashing her motorcycle over the boardwalk at
San Sebastian beach. When it appears that she is
suffering from amnesia, the young man poses as
her longtime lover. There is a Hitchcockian mix
of humor and terror in the woman's predicament,
as she gradually begins to wonder which is her
real life and which is the illusion.

Self Defence
Come and learn simple and useful self defense
and awareness tactics from four experts. The
course will be taught by four black belt instructors with extensive experience. Come to the wrestling room of Ferris Athletic Center on Thursday,
May 3rd at 3:30 PM. Wear loose comfortable clothing, as you will be participating. Take a break
from studying and get some exercise.

Women's Reading Group
This week the Women's Reading Group is reading "Gap Creek" by Robert Morgan. Everyone is
welcome for a discussion on Thursday, May 11, at
12:00 PM in the Women's Center Lounge. Bring
you own lunch - fruit, coffee and cookies will be
provided.

Creative Writing Presentations
Come to the faculty Club, Hamlin Hall, on
Tuesday, May 2 at 4:00 PM for readings by senior
creative writing majors.

Five O'clock Shadow
On Friday, May 5, at 7:30 PM, the Woodland
Concert Series will present Five O'clock Shadow.
The six young guys from Boston who make up
Five O'clock Shadow have been topping the
charts with their blend of pop a cappella vocals,
awesome vocal percussion, and crazy humor.
Come early to guarantee a good seat as they bring
down the house! The concert will be held at
Immanuel Congregational Church, 10 Woodland
Street, Hartford. Tickets may be purchased at the
door.

Contra Dance Jam Session
Come to the American Legion Post on Saturday, May 13, between 5:30 - 7:30 PM to learn and
play New Engalnd contra dance jam tunes—reels,
jigs and waltzes. Open to musicians of all instruments and skill levels. Free.

Now PLAYING
Showcase Cinemas, East Hartford
28 Days -12:30,3:05,5:20,7:35,10:10
Erin Brockovich -1:05,3:50,6:55,9:35
The Flintstones in Viva Rock Vegas -1:00,3:10,
5:15,7:30,9:40
Keeping the Faith -1:20,4:05,6:50,9:30
The Road to El Dorado -12:30,2:30,4:35,7:00
Romeo Must Die -12:40,3:45,6:45,9:20
Trois -12:45,255/5:05,7:50,10:05

American Psycho -12:35,3:15,5:25,7:40,10:00
Final Destination -12:50,3:00,5:10,7:20,9:25
Frequency -1:25,4:15,7:25,9:55
Gossip-9:15
Love and Basketball -12:55,1:30,4:00,4:30,7:15,
7:45,9:50,10:20
Rules of Engagement -1:10,4:10,7:05,9:45
U-571-1:15,3:55,7:10,9:55

Showcase Cinemas, Buckland Hills
28 Days -12:20,2:40,5:00,7:35, 9:55
American Psycho - 9:15
Final Destination -12:45,3:00,5:10,7:50,9:40
Frequency -1:15,3:45,6:50,9:30
Gossip -12:30,10:10
.
Keeping the Faith -1:20,4:10,7:00,9:45
My Dog Skip-12:10,2:30
The Road to El Dorado -1:00,3:00,5:00,7:00
The Skulls -12:30,2:50,5:10,7:40,10:00

American Beauty - 4:50,7:25,9:50
Erin Brockovich -1:00,3:50,6:55,9:45
The Flintstones in Viva Rock Vegas -12:45,1:15,
2:55,3:25,5:00,5:30,7:15,8:00,9:30
High Fidelity -1:40,4:30,7:25,10:00
Love and Basketball -1:15,4:15,7:20,10:00
Return to Me - 2:30,5:00.7:35
Rules of Engagement -1:15,4:00,7:10,9:50
U-571 -1:15,1:45,4:00,4:30,7:05,7:40,9:45,10:15

Elm Cinemas, Elmwood, CT
American Beauty-7:00,9:30

The Cider House Rules - 6:45,9:15

May 14-18
5 days, 4 nights in sunny Bahamas!
Included roundtrip air and transfers, 4 nights
hotel accomodations and taxes.
Starting at $399.
:
Call 1-800-GET-SUN1 for info
1-800-438-7861

Wild Rockies
Study outside for college credit! Travel this
summer to Alaska, Yellowstone.Montana, Olympic Peninsula & Kamchatka, Russia. Earn credit
in Biology, Forestry, Environmental Studies and
more. Contact Wild ROckies Field Institute at
(406) 549-4336 or wrfi@wildrockies.org. Chaeck
us out on the web at www.wildrockies.org/wrfi

Be a Bartender!
Day classes: May 15
Day <Sr Evening: May 8
Saturday. May 6
614 Asylum Avenue, Hartford
(860) 522-1909

The Tripod would like to
wish all its wonderful senior
editors good luck next year!
We'll miss you, Sara, Virginia,
Ana Devin, and Amelia!
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Spring Sports Season All Wrapped Up
Baseball
BY ANDREW FREIMUTH

BY NATHANIEL SILVER

Sports Writer

AND WILLIAM DICK
Sports Editors

The Trinity College baseball team finished their season this Saturday with a
split against Brandeis Universtiy. With
the split the Bantams moved theirrecord
to 21-7 and have hopes for a third consecutive NCAA birth. The season was
highlighted by a 7-2 southern trip and a
sweep of NESCAC rival Wesleyan University,
This year the team graduates eight seniors. Co-captains Jim Klocek and Jake
Miles have captained with team for two
years and played in their final regular
season contest this weekend.
Also playing in their last regular season game this weekend were fellow seniors Jayson Barbarotta, Brendon Moss,
Pat Sheehy, Paul Gemelli, Todd Brodeur,
and Brian Powell. This class of seniors
have tallied the most victories of any
other class to pass through the baseball
program.
Trinity is now tied with Bowdoin for
first place in the nine team NESCAC
league, with a record of 9 and 3. Senior
Brian Powell leads the league in hitting,
boasting an astounding batting average
of .500! Andrew Freimuth '02 is third in
the league with an average of .417 and
Greg Spanos '02, the team's second
baseman, is seventh in the league, batting .417.
The team's pitchers are also doing exceptionally well compared to the rest of
the league -Jonah Bayliss '03 is third in
the league with an ERA of 1.62 and
Jarrett Bayliss '01 is sixth with an ERA
of 2.45. The team is now number 22 in
the Collegiate Baseball Division III Poll.

CD
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Men's And Women's Lax Men's Tennis
The men's lacrosse team finished up
the season at home, before a standing
only crowd of eager Bantam supporters.
While the team certainly had ample fans
on hand, they were unable to match the
talent of Bowdoin's squad.
Bowdoin won the game 16 to 11, advancing their record to 12 and 2. Trinity
has finished a satisfying season, posting
a final record of 9 and 4, which is certainly a vast improvement from last
season's record of 4 and 9,
The Bantam's defense performed very
well and managed to hold off the Bowdoin attackmen. With two goals the Bantams finished the quarter 2-1, a strong
start over their Maine couterparts.
In the second quarter Bowdoin came
pounding back, evening the score at 3-3.
Their comeback was punctuated by a
streak of four straight goals. A number
of these goals were scored-off, near oneon-ones with the goal keeper who had
little chance to save them. All in all, the
tally came to 7-3 with Bowdoin in the
lead by half-time.
Coming into the third period, the both
teams managed to fire off three goals
brining the score to 10-6 by the beginning of the fourth quarter. In the last period Bowdoin outscored Trinity 6-5,
making the final score 16-11.
Though the men performed well
against Bowdoin, it was not enough to
handle several scoring frenzies accounting for Bowdoin's goals.
The Bants will be saying farewell to a
number of seniors including tricaptains

LOW
STUDENT
AIRFARES

o
O

Q

The men's tennis team competed at
Middlebury in the NESCAC Men's Tennis Championships, placing fourth. During the regular season, the team amassed
an impressive record of 13 and 4.
Senior captain Matt Sharnoff advanced to the finals of the number four
singles flight before losing by default. He
won two sets over Seth Litt of Tufts University, after receiving a first round bye.
Sharnoff then went on to beat Brian
Chin of Amherst College, before having
to default to Williams College's Milos
Janicek.
Fellow senior captain Alex Valente
and freshman Muammar Khan made it
to the semifinals at the number 2 and 5
flights, respectively.
The Bantams tied for fourth place at
the tournament with Bowdoin receiving
15 points. Williams College finished first
in the NESCAC league with 34 points.

NESCAC Championships
Team Scores:
1. Williams
2. Bates
3. Amherst
4. Bowdoin
5. Trinity
6. Middlebury
7. Tufts
8. Conn College
9. Wesleyan
10. Colby

34
18
17
15
15
13
12
7
5.5
4.5

MEN'S SOFTBALL CHAMP'S
W W F , M V P OF THE SEASON- WALT (FOR LETTING
THEM PLAY IN THE PLAYOFFS)
55"

I

CO-ED SOFTBALL CHAMP'S

CO

HILL JACKS, CO-MVP'S, PETER BLACKSTONE AND
RANDY DEPREE
3

WOMEN'S SOFTBALL CHAMP'S
WILD THINGS, MVP OF THE SEASON-NIKKIMANT

Europe * Africa •Asia • South America
More Than 100Departure Cities!
Euraiipasses«Bus Passes • Study Abroad |
I
aen
1student

universe

so

•com

IT'S YOUR WORLD. EXPLORE IT.

o
to

www.StudentUniverse.com
I
I

'fr. BY WILLIAM DICK
Sports Editor

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL INTRAMURAL
SOFTBALL CHAMPIONS

o

•i

Bobby Sours, Matt Jerry and Joseph
Brantuk.
The Lady Bant's faced off against the
Bowdoin Polar Bears, giving the Bears yet
another jewel to add to their crown of
wins over Trinity.
It was a beautiful breezy day as both
teams took the field to battle it out in
another NESCAC war. Though the Trinity women came ready to fight, the Bowdoin Bears just managed to edge them
out with a 10-8 win over the Hartford
home team.
Though the weather dictated a beautiful day, the fate of the Trinity team for
the day was anything but pretty. The
Bantams began at a loss as the Bears
dominated the the first quarter by a 7-4
lead. The Bowdoin women went on a run
in the first quarter as they racked up
seven goals over the home Bants.
Trinity found their groove late in the
first half and managed to rally, scoring
a streak of goals and raising the score to
7-6, just under Bowdoin.
Stunning sophomores Anna Sullivan
and Ashley Taylor were the dynamic duo
responsible for these late goals managing to bring the Bantams within a goal
of the Bears.
During the second half, Amanda
Marsh '00 dominated for Trinity's team.
However, the Bantams were outmatched
by Bowdoin who held them to only two
goals while they scored three more
themselves.
Senior Kate Derosier stopped nine
shots for Trinity in the crease. The team
finished the season with a record of 3
and 8, unable to meet their expectations.
With an abundance of young talent, the
team is excited for next season and hopes
to rebound after thisyear: ---•••-—-——

800-272-9676

Honors Ito IJ
Honors Daij will be held on Wednesday M%i} 3, in the itiuiUi College
Chapel At $o'clock, there will be organ preludes performed bii John Rone,
College Urganist the ceremony will
begin at :k;?S with a chord processional
b^ the Chapel iingers. Ho come support
p u r peers who will be receiving
awards.

MAY
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Woman's Grew Faces Tough Rivals Track
Novice boat ends season undefeated, \arsity A and B boats are less successful
Results

ing into this weekend's competition ranked number 1 in New
Sports Writer
England and they're hungry for
the gold. After New England's
The women's crews showed the boat will have the opportupromise again this past week- nity to race against more
end against tough competition. schools at the Championship
The race against Connecticut Regatta the following weekend.
College and Wesleyan Univer- The B boat raced strongly finsity was the last regular season ishing a several lengths ahead
duel race for the teams before of Conn. The winner of the race
the real test of the New was determined in the last few
Englands Championship Re- moments of the race when
Wesleyan pulled just head of
gatta this weekend.
The Novice women's boats Trinity. The ngvice four took to
again impressed the crowds this the water and gave it their all,
week. The A boat is still unde- finishing third to Conn and
feated! They smoked both Conn Wesleyan. The novice team has
and Wesleyan. The crew is go- proved remarkable depth this
By CAROLINE NONNA

Women's crew launches at Lake Quinsigamond

in order to work on getting out
ahead early in the race. The B
boat followed shortly after.
The crew had a shaky start
due to miscommunication with
the officials, nevertheless the
boat pulled together and raced
one of its most solid races of the
season.
The boat ended up finishing
just a stroke or two off of Conn
and a boat length off of
Wesleyan. The outlook for the
Varsity team at New England's
this weekend is positive.
Both crews have matured, solidified, and gotten faster during the past several weeks. Most
of the duel races have been very
close and New England's is
the opportunity for them to
walk through those crews
and hopefully bring home
some hardware. The crews are
also looking to perform well
in order to seed for the Championship Regatta the following weekend.
Coach Erica Schwab wants
to taste victory in these last
few races with the crews.
Erica will be watching the
rowers with whom she began
her career at Trinity race in
their last collegiate races.
Seniors Kelly Johnson,
Isaac Bohannon, Elisabeth
Healey, Carrie Rorer, and
Caroline Nonna began their
rowing careers with Erica on
the 1996-1997 novice team
and will be bidding their
team and coach farewell on
COURTESY OF CARRIE BLETHEN '01
May 21.

season. The B boat has proved
its strength with an impressive
finishes in the duel races and is
looking to make a dent in the
competition in their final race
of the season at New Englands.
Coach Pasha Spencer has
watched her crews progress
over the past several weeks is
looking forward to a competitive and successful weekend.
The Varsity A boat was the
first crew to hit the water. They
had a solid race beating Connecticut College, but falling
short of Wesleyan by just a few
seats of open water. The crew
will be working on their starts,
sub-settles and settles this week

14" Medium S7.50

anchovies
garlic
olive?
fscotta

bacon
hamburger
onions
sausage
'

WINGS {Mild, Ho)} . . . . (10)
MOZZARELLA STICKS (8)
CHICKEN FINGERS .. (10)
GYRO
GARUC BREAD
(16*)
HIES
CHIPS

16" Large $9.50
$1,00 on large

broccoli
cherry pappers
pepperom
spinach

eggplant
mushrooms
peppers
tomatoes

SHEET P A N P i Z Z A
$15.00

COOKED SALAMI
PASTRAMI

. . $ 1 7 5 . . . . . . S? 50
. . S 3 . 7 5 . . . . . $7.50

GENOA
,.•......•. . . . . .
HAM
TURKEY
PEPPERONI
ROAST BEET
TUNA . :
COMBO (2 kinds or above) .
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA .

. . . 5 3 . 7 5 .-., ...S7-.50, . . $ 3 . 7 5 . . . .. , $7.50
. . . S7.50
. . $3.75
. , . $ 3 . 7 5 . . . .. . S7.50
. . . ' $ 3 . 7 5 . . . . ..$7.50
. . . $ 3 . 7 5 ' . , , . ,'.S7,50
, . . $ 4 . 5 0 . . . . . . $9.00
. . . $ 3 - 7 5 . . . . . . $7.50
. . , $ 4 . 2 5 . . ,. $8.50
. . . S 4 . 2 5 . . . . . . S8.50
. , . $ 4 . 2 5 . . . . . . $8.50
. . . 5 3 . 7 5 . . . . . . $7.50
. . . S 3 . 7 S . . . . . . $7.50
S7.50
• S3 7 5
. . . $ 3 . 7 5 , . . . , . $7.50
. . . S 4 . 9 9 . . . , . . $9.98

SAUSAGE

B LT
VEGCiE/CHEESE
iTALSAN

,
•

,...,,..
;

CHICKEN PESTO
MED $9.95 .. URGE $13.25
Fmsh if,oizaie\ia, fresh chicken and s'sced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce.

**FREE DELIVERY

WHITE PIE
. . , . MED S7.95 .. . LARGE $9.95
Fresh Mozzarella,ramanocheese, garlic, parsisy, ,
oregano and oliva oil.

With $7.00 Minimum Purchase

WHITE CLAM
MED $7.95 . ., LARGE $9.95
Baby clams, romano chaese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil.

Xfa (%e$i KPhzufatZke Best {Price ]„&»
r i m . ,

1 COMBO SPECKL ( Buy a large Cheese f
i
LaraeCheess
t f*}®™1^®
I
iOVTings
JSndGetASecoKa *
!
2 liter Soda
I icarge Che«s« for I

,

RANCH CHICKEN ..'MEOSB.95 .. LARGE S13.25
Fresh Mezrarelia, fresh chicken, gaiite, onions,
tomaioss. basted fo ranch dressing.
HAWAIIAN . . . . . . . . . . MED $9.50 , . LARGE $12.50
Pineappio, peppers, ham and hoi sauce.

PASTA AMP -DINNERS.
SPAGHETTI, ZITI OR SHELLS WITH SAUCE . . $5.95
SFAGKfcTTf, ZITf OR SHELLS WITH MEATBALLS SE.95
SPAGHETTI, ZITI OR SHELLS W I T H SAUSAGE $6,95
EGGPLANT PARM1GIANA WITH PASTA
S7.95
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA . . . . S8.95
BAKEO ZITI
S7.95
MEAT RAVrOLI ..'....:'.
•,'.',...... $6.95
CHEESE
fcAVlOU
.".., , . , $6.95

ANTIPASTO
••••• S5.60
Saiami, pepparoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggpiani,
cucumbers, olives, green peppers and lettuce.
TUNASAIAD
....'
S4.95
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers-

VEGGIE RAVIOLI

'••••

S6.95
Includes salad and roll

Few cheese, iettuee,tomatoes,green peppers,
cucumbers and oiives.
TQ5SEO5AUUD
Italian, Creamy Halian, French, Blue Che«ss. Ranch
and Lite Italian.
__

MED $9.95..-. LARGE $13.25

SHRIMP PESTO
M£0 $11.25 . LAflGE $1-4.25
Fiesh Mozzamlla, shrimp and sliced tomatoes,
basted in Peslo sauce.

CHEF SALAD
• S5.50
Ham. turXsy, cheese, lettuce,tomatoes,cucumbers,
green peppers and olives.

•••

PRtMAVERA

Mushroom, broccbli, peppers; olives arid sliced
tomatoes on a white pie.
•

236-2616

SALADS

GREEK SAIAD

'....

$4.95
$4.95
$4,95
$4.25
$3.00
Si.99
$.50

HOUSE SPECIAL . . . . MED S10.00 , LARGE $15.00
Sausage, meatoall, pepperoni, mushroom, onions,
peppers.

498B FARMINCTON AVENUE • HARTFORD

GRINDERS

:

CITY I»!22A SPECIALTIES

Additional toppings S2.00 each
*»4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASE!!

CHICKEN CUTLET
STEAK/CHEESE
MEATBALLS

33 minutes and 42 seconds.Junior Todd Markelzand Freshman
Jim Emord ran one of their most.
brutal 5k races of the year, both
showing visible fatigue from
the very start of the race but
amazingly, managed to pull
through by only running 10 seconds off their respective personal records, which is a
testament to their guts.
In the field events, Hillary
Burrall set a personal record in
the women's hammer throw
with a 81.6 meter performance.
Burrall cited the cause of her
success as "the mental preparation," and later added that it was
also her friend showing up for
the meet that helped her
through.
Senior Captain Ben Goss
(York, ME) performed well that
day in the Men's High Jump,
with a season PR of 6'04.75. Also
competing well that day was
freshman Nic Fox (Dublin, NH)
who set a personal record in the
hammer with an 11th place of
39.5 meters.
Freshman Chris Baker then
decided that Fox couldn't be the
only one to PR that day, and
promptly hurled his farthest
throw at 26.46M. Dave Wilson
made it to 4th place in the finals
of the Triple jump, with a 13.13
meter series of leaps, and
Samnang Sonn nabbed 7th
place with a 12.83 meter performance in the same event.

SIDE ORDERS

CHEESE PIZZA
Additional Toppings: $.50onmed.

continued from page 22

Coupon Can't Be Combined With Arty Other Offer.
Must Mention Coupons When Ordering.

BEVERAGES
DESSERT
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Men's Crew Team Ends with Track Performs
an Undefeated Dual Season Well at NESCACs
Crew Defeats Wesleyan and Conn, Dedicates New Boat and
Two New Cups to Punctuate
a Winning Tradition
varsity eight. This would prove
With a solid week of practice
n B Y BENJAMIN SAYLES

to be the factor that would result in the victory. Wesleyan's
second eight came off the start
The men's crew team has quickly and rowing very hard.
done it again. This is the third
The Trinity crew proved that
season that coach Stew Stokes victory is really decided in the
has produced a novice eight body of the race. Staying long
that has gone undefeated in the and powerful, stroke Benjamin
regular season.
Davis '02 was able to lead the
Additionally, both the men's seven men behind him in an
varsity and junior varsity crews aggressive and brilliant
have dispatched all opponents rhythm. Wesleyan was out of
faced in regular season compe- power with about 800 meters to
go, and the race became a mattition.
The second novice eight went ter of maintaining the compoup against the powerful sure of the Bantams.
Wesleyan, who proved to be no
With Trinity defeating
match for the quick and techni- Wesleyan with about a boat
cally sound Bantams.
length of open water advanTrue novices Ben Reider '03 tage, the Bantams look forward
and Eric Egolf '03 show that it to going against the Cardinals
not necessarily the size of the of Weslyan in a battle of the
dog in the fight, but the size of birds at the New England
the fight in the dog. These little Championships.
guys combine power, strength,
The flagship of Trinity Crew,
and natural talent to prove that the men's first varsity eight,
in fact they are a force to be reck- showed that they are deserving
oned with.
of their #1 seeding in the upThe first novice eight raced coming New England ChampiConnecticut College, in condi- •..- onships. .Keeping Wesleyan's
tions that were close to perfect bow at the stern of the newest
for their style of rowing. Ac- shell in the Trinity arsenal, the
cording to Joe Giallanella '03, Norman T. Graf, Trinity was
"This race did not seem to be as able to defend the lead throughsolid as our last few, but we were out the race.
still able to post a strong time
Men's Coach Steve Fluhr
and defeat Connecticut College commented on the crew's perby a decisive margin.
formance during the regular
We are looking forward to seaon. "I couldn't be any
Saturday's competition and prouder of the entire program.
hope to have our best race of the This is the first time all three
crews (V, JV and Freshman)
season."
The men's second varsity have gone undefeated."
With Connecticut College
eight received a blessing in disguise. Due to the absence of one falling to the Bantams by subof their integral members, the stantial ope^i water, Trinity is
second eight called on the tal- setting their sights on the
ent of Brett Faulds '03 to fill the Championship races ahead.
void.
According to Douglas
After coming off his victory Carlson '01, "I think the race
in the first novice eight, Brett against Wesleyan and Conn
was given 20 minutes rest be- was a stepping stone for New
fore he hopped into the junior England's.
'-* Sports Writer

ahead of us I think we can win
the Championship."
The day ended on a very high
note. After all the racing was
completed, many members of
Friends of Trinity Rowing, the
coaching staff, alumni, and the
student body were on hand to
dedicate a shell in honor of
Norman T. Graf, former coach
of both men and women at
Trinity.
This shell, which is the primary vehicle for the men's first
varsity eight, was generously
donated by a former rower, who
was able to apply the lessons he
learned from Graf to his life af ter Trinity.
The Trinity supporters also
shared in the presentation of
two new annually awarded
trophys, the Norman T. Graf
Cup and the Trudy Emerson
Cup. The Graf Cup is awarded
annually to the winner of the
Trinity, Wesleyan, Conn race
and the Emerson Cup is
awarded to the women for the
sa.me.race :.-.._ _ •_:....,___-.,-.:.
Both of these ornately detailed cups, designed in the late
1880's, had been collecting dust
on Wesleyan trophy shelves for
years. This spring they were refurbished and are to be presented every year to come.
Excitement was the theme of
the day on the bus ride home.
Though elated from the joy of
their win the men were filled
with anticipation.
However, the men suffered an
insatiable thirst on their ride
back to Hartford: the thirst for
continued success and medals
at the Champion International
Collegiate Regatta next weekend.
The men's crew program has
experienced an unprecedented
season thus far due to their consistently strong work ethic.

]*
':'^

COURTESY OF CARRIE BLETHEN '01

The Men's Varsity Eight recieves the first annual Norman T. Graf Cup from the man himself.

1/

COURTESY OF DAVID KING5LEY

Juniorco-captain ToddMarkelz lookin'
BY DAVID KYLE

Sports Writer

At the NESCAC championships, the Trinity Track and
Field Men's and Women's teams
had some of their athletes perform at the height of their careers. Freshman Sarah Hacket
(Stonington, CT), who ran a
solid 11:35 3k that weekend,
commented that upon missing
all of the bands and festivities
of Spring Weekend that, "We
sacrificed greatly to come to
this meet missing so much...but
it was worth it." Others, like
freshman
Ryan
Lerner
(Manchester, CT),' agreed
wholeheartedly. And why exactly was the sacrifice "worth
it?" Perhaps it was to see Junior
Mandy Rival (Kensington, CT)
displaying not only her true
athletic prowess that day but
also her fierce determination.
In participating in the
women's heptathelon, she injured her shoulder throwing the
women's javelin, and sank to the
bottom of the performance list
in that event. However, not willing to concede the heptathaleon
to injury, she disregarded the
injury and toed the line in the
800 meter event. Rival then
flew around the track in first
place, and brought home a win
in the women's heptathelon and
qualified for nationals in one fell
swoop. Rival is now off to Chicago, IL to compete for Trinity
at a national meet. Other lady
Bants making the loss of
Springweekend bearable was
Beth Landry, (Brighton, MO),
who placed second in the long
jump and second in the Triple
Jump. Landry, jumping at her
usual excellent performance,

did not disappoint the crowd
that day, and set a personal
record of 35 ft 11 inches in the
latter event. Freshman Leeann
Rheaume also performed well
that day/setting a personal best
with a 5th place 18:31 in the
Women's 5k. Was it here mental
toughness, her ability to compete, or the great conditions that
did it? Said Rheaume simply, "I
felt good."
In the men's track events, Senior Brain Lahie also ran well
that day, sprinting a 11:53 100
meter dash and a 200 meter
dash of 23:03. Senior Andrew
Malick ran a gutsy steeplechase
that day, capturing a 3rd place
with a 9:27.46 time. Freshman
Ryan Bak performed well with
a 57:321,500 meter race, fighting
his way to third overall.
In the Men's 10,000 on Saturday, Senior Harrier, tipped his
hat to the cheering crowd for the
last time in his college career,
and finished on a positive note
running a 35:38.75 in this difficult race.
Said Senior Dave Kyle
(Topsfield, MA) of Forkner's
contribution to Trinity Athletics, "His dedication to crosscountry
and track is
exemplary—he always stayed
behind to support the other athletes whenever he could, and
went so far as to travel out to
nationals in St. Paul one year to
support one of Trinity's runners.
And Adam was always putting
in the extra miles to perform his
well-deserved best. I believe he'll
be sorely missed next year."
Ryan Lerner also performed
well in the 10,000 meter event
that day, setting a personal
record by running toughly for
see TRACK on page 21

